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University of Connecticut, 2013
Data assimilation (DA) is a method that optimally combines imperfect models and
uncertain observations to correct model states using new information acquired from the
incoming observations. In recent years, DA has been extensively used for improving the
uncertainty of hydrologic prediction, largely due to the emergence of advanced remote
sensing tools for observations of soil moisture, river discharge and precipitation. Several DA
methods have been explored in hydrology; however the choice and the effectiveness of a
specific DA method may vary depending on the model and the observation.
The goal of this dissertation study was reducing streamflow forecast uncertainty, and
was carried out in three parts. First, the effectiveness of four different DA methods (ensemble
Kalman filter (EnKF), particle filter (PF), Maximum Likelihood Ensemble Filter (MLEF) and
variational method (VAR)) for improving streamflow forecasting were evaluated. In-situ
discharge was assimilated into The United States National Weather Service (NWS) river
forecasting model (Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting model (SAC-SMA)) for Greens
Bayou basin (with area of 178km2), in eastern Texas. The results indicate that all the four DA
methods enhanced the short lead time forecast when compared to the model without the data
assimilation; however the performances of each method vary with flow magnitude and longer
lead time forecasts. Overall, the PF and MLEF performed superior to other DA algorithms
across all flow regimes.
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In the second part of this thesis, the value of satellite-based soil moisture retrievals for
enhancing river discharge was assessed. Surface and root zone satellite-based soil moisture
retrievals from AMSR-E (passive microwave) and ASCAT (active microwave) sensors were
separately assimilated into the SAC-SMA model in Greens bayou using ensemble Kalman
filter. Two different data assimilation experiments were carried out over a period of four
years (2007 to 2010): updating the soil moisture state of the SAC-SMA model and combined
correcting of soil moisture and total channel inflow (TCI) of the model. It was found that the
remotely-sensed soil moisture assimilation reduced the discharge RMSE compared to the
open loop for both assimilation schemes, and there was no appreciable difference between
surface and root zone soil moisture results, as well as between the AMSR-E and ASCAT
results. Furthermore, the dual correcting of soil moisture and TCI produced lower river
discharge RMSE.
In the third part, the utility of passive microwave-based river width estimates for river
discharge nowcasting and forecasting were assessed for two major rivers, the Ganges and
Brahmaputra, in south Asia. Multiple upstream satellite observations of river and flood plains
were used to track downstream flood wave propagation, and using a cross-validation
regression model, the downstream river discharge was forecasted for lead times up to 15 days.
The results showed that satellite derived flow signals were able to detect the propagation of a
river flow wave along both river channels. And the approach also provided better discharge
forecasts at downstream location compared to a purely persistence forecast, especially for
high flows when the water spills out of the river bank. Overall, it was concluded that satellitebased flow estimates are a useful source of dynamical surface water information in regions
where there is a lack of ground discharge data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1. Background
In order to adequately address uncertainty in hydrologic modeling, it is fundamental to
understand, quantify and reduce hydrologic uncertainty (Liu and Gupta, 2007). Understanding
uncertainty in hydrologic prediction involves identifying the sources of uncertainty, which
includes errors in model structure, parameters, initial conditions, inputs and observations often
used for model calibration. The model structure determines how the model inputs (e.g. rainfall)
interact with model state (e.g, soil moisture), and defines how the model outputs (e.g., discharge)
respond to changes in the model states. Consequently, error in the model structure has a direct
impact on the uncertainty level of the model output. The model parameters represent the timeinvariant characteristics of a watershed such as soil porosity, hydraulic conductivity, and other
physical properties that do no change over long period of time. They are empirical
representations of the watershed characteristics, and errors in the parameter estimation result in
large errors in the model output (Liu et al., 2005).
Model initial condition (e.g., antecedent soil moisture) is another factor that has direct
implication for hydrologic uncertainty. Antecedent water content of the soil impacts the
partitioning of rainfall into runoff and infiltration, as well as it influences the partitioning of the
incoming solar energy into latent and sensible heat components. Consequently, the magnitude of
the overland flow is directly, but nonlinearly, affected by the initial soil moisture estimate. Thus,
representing the soil moisture state with better accuracy is an important step towards reducing
hydrologic prediction uncertainty. Additionally, errors in rainfall (input) and streamflow data
used for model calibration and verification need to be minimized in order to reach a goal of
1

reducing hydrologic prediction uncertainty. The subject of this dissertation study is not
quantifying each of the errors in the model structure, parameters or data, but it is focused instead
on reducing the hydrologic uncertainty by optimally combining ground-based data, satellite
observations and hydrologic models.
In the past few years, data assimilation (DA) has gained much popularity as a tool for
reducing hydrologic uncertainty. DA is a method which optimally combines imperfect models
with uncertain data to “correct” model states and, as a result, reduce uncertainty of the model
prediction. It takes into account the relative errors of the model and the data for the process of
optimally merging the two. Several studies have used various data assimilation approaches in
hydrologic applications by optimally combining model and observations in order to improve the
skills of the streamflow forecasting. A detail literature review on this is provided under section
2.1 of this dissertation. The most commonly used methods in hydrology are variational methods
(VAR), ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF) and particle filters (PF). Maximum likelihood ensemble
filters (MLEF) has been used in meteorology but it is fairly new DA method in hydrologic
applications. All DA methods have their own advantages and disadvantages, but their differences
mainly arise from the error introduced in the approximation of the non-linear model,
computational cost and their assumptions of the model and observation errors to provide an
optimal solution. The design of a specific DA method also depends on the model structure, and
hence the implementation of a DA method should be adaptable to the model under consideration.
As far as assimilation of soil moisture data is concerned, though there has been
significant advancement in acquiring soil moisture at higher spatial and temporal scales from
space, at the present stage the global soil moisture data is far from complete. Ground-based soil
moisture observations are sparse and not usually representative of the large spatial scale of river
2

catchment. As a matter of fact, the total number of ground stations currently reporting to the
global in-situ soil moisture database, operated by the International Soil moisture Network at the
Vienna University of Technology, is less than 1,500, with 57% of those stations coming from
one nation, the United States (see http://ismn.geo.tuwien.ac.at/networks/). Global land surface
models could produce soil moisture over larger spatial scales, but separate models often produce
different soil moisture values even when identical forcings were used to run the models (Entin et
al., 1999), and they usually fail to reproduce the true soil moisture.
Satellite-based soil moisture retrievals have been recently shown to be useful for several
hydrometeorological applications, as reviewed in chapter 3 of this dissertation. Particularly,
advanced soil moisture retrievals from passive and active microwave satellite remote sensing are
now globally available at fine spatial and temporal scales needed for hydrologic applications.
The most commonly used sensors for soil moisture are the Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer for Earth observing system (AMSR-E) onboard the Aqua satellite and the Advanced
SCATterometer (ASCAT) onboard the MetOp (Meteorological Operational) satellite. Soil
moisture estimates derived from these sensors have been evaluated through comparison with insitu or model simulated soil moistures (see chapter 3 for details) and reported to correspond
significantly well with the reference soil moisture. Higher quality soil moisture retrievals with
higher spatial and temporal resolution are expected when NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP) mission dedicated exclusively to soil moisture is launched in 2014 (Entekhabi et al.,
2010).
A few studies recently have assimilated remotely-sensed soil moisture into rainfall-runoff
models for a purpose of improving discharge prediction (a subject of chapter 3) using sequential
data assimilation. But since the relationship between soil moisture and discharge is highly
3

nonlinear, accurate estimation of soil moisture alone doesn’t solve the discharge uncertainty
problem (Hirpa et al., 2013).

To address this, dual soil moisture state and antecedent

precipitation index (API) updating was introduced by Crow et al. (2005). The dual state and API
updating using soil moisture was shown to be more effective in improving river discharge when
tested using synthetic soil moisture (Crow and Ryu, 2009), but it was yet to be tested using real
data from satellite retrievals.
Another remotely-sensed data that can be used to reduce river discharge prediction error
is upstream river width retrieved from satellite passive microwave sensors (see chapter 4 for
details). The European Joint Research Center (JRC-Ispra, http://www.gdacs.org/floodmerge/), in
collaboration with the Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) centered at Dartmouth College
(http://www.dartmouth.edu/~floods/), produces daily near real-time river flow signals from
satellite brightness temperature, along with flood maps and animations, at more than 10,000
monitoring locations for global major rivers. The river flow data is largely useful in large
transboundary rivers or the developing nations where there is a limited sharing or availability of
ground-based river discharge measurements. The attractive aspect about the microwave signal is
that at 36.5GHz it does not suffer much from cloud interference, and has been demonstrated to
be useful to estimate river discharge changes, river ice status, and watershed runoff worldwide
(Brakenridge et al., 2007).
The purpose of this study was to reduce the hydrologic uncertainty by optimally merging
the in-situ, remotely-sensed observations and hydrologic models using data assimilation. This
was carried out in three separate parts as summarized in Table 1.1. First (“Study I”), the in-situ
discharge was assimilated into National Weather Service’s (NWS) Sacramento Soil moisture
Accounting model to reduce river forecast errors in Greens Bayou basin (area=178 km2), located
4

in Texas. Four different DA methods, EnKF, PF, VAR and MLEF, were tested for effectiveness
in improving river discharge.

Reducing uncertainty in river discharge

Primary goal

Study basin(s)

Model

Time step
(maximum
lead time)

Method

Study I

Study II

Study III

Compare DA methods
for effectiveness in
improving discharge
Greens Bayou basin
(Area=178 km2) in Texas

Assess satellite soil
moisture for enhancing
discharge
Greens Bayou basin
(Area=178 km2) in Texas

SAC-SMA
(physically based lumped
model)
Hourly (32)

SAC-SMA
(physically based lumped
model)
Hourly (32)

Test satellite river
width for extending
forecast lead time
Ganges and
Brahmaputra basins
(1.5x106 km2) in south
Asia
Cross-validation
(statistical)

DA methods: EnKF, PF,
VAR and MLEF

Daily (15)

DA method: EnKF

Cross-validation
regression

Data

In-situ discharge and
synthetic soil
moisture were
assimilated

Surface and root zone
soil moisture from
AMSR-E and ASCAT
were assimilated

Satellite river width
from AMSR-E was
used in the regression
model

Rainfall Data

Ground-based rainfall

Ground-based rainfall

-

Reference
data for
validation

In-situ discharge

In-situ discharge

In-situ discharge

Table 1.1. Summary of the three parts of the dissertation research.
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Second (“Study II”), surface and root zone satellite soil moisture retrievals from AMSRE and ASCAT sensors were assimilated into SC-SMA model using the EnKF approach. Two
different DA approaches were compared based their degree of discharge improvement. Third
(“Study III”), the utility of using passive microwave derived river width estimates for near-real
time river flow estimation and forecasting for the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers were
examined. The river width was estimated from the brightness temperature measured by sensors
on the AMSR-E, but since AMSR-E is no longer functional due to antenna problem as of
October 2011, the brightness temperature is being acquired from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) satellite.

1.2 . Objectives
This research aims to meet the following scientific objectives:
i. Test which data assimilation technique provides more reliable result for operational
streamflow forecasting. All the DA methods have their own strengths and limitations
depending on the characteristics of the data assimilation problem. For example, factors
such as flexibility in the error model assumptions, nonlinearity of the model,
computational cost, number of ensembles needed to achieve satisfactory result, and the
difficulty of practical implementation for large scale problems need to be taken into
consideration to obtain (sub)optimal results when using a specific DA method for
hydrologic applications. In this research we will implement and compare the Ensemble
Kalman Filter (EnKF), Particle Filter (PF), Variational method (VAR) and Maximum
Likelihood Ensemble Filter (MLEF) for the assimilation of in-situ discharge observation
into the SAC-SMA model.
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ii. Evaluate the contribution of satellite-based soil moisture retrievals for enhancing
river discharge of the SAC-SMA model. Surface and root zone soil moisture retrievals
from AMSR-E and ASCAT sensors were separately assimilated into SAC-SMA model.
Two different DA approaches were undertaken: soil moisture state updating, and dual
soil moisture and TCI updating. The resulting discharge improvement was evaluated
through comparison with open loop and ground discahrge.
iii. Assess the utility of near-real-time satellite-based estimates of upstream river width
for improving accuracy and extending the lead time of streamflow forecast. Nearreal-time river width estimates were used for tracking flood waves and improving the
streamflow forecast along the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers in South Asia. The river
width data were derived from the passive microwave sensor (AMSR-E) and TRMM
sensors. These estimates are provided globally by the Dartmouth Flood Observatory
(Brakenridge et al., 2007) and the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European
Commission (De Groeve et al., 2006).
1.3. Research Questions
Each of the three studies raised and attempted to find answers to the following scientific
questions. In some cases, when the findings were not adequate to provide full answer, the study
pointed to the gap for possible research directions. The summary of the studies are presented in
Table 1.1.
Study I: evaluation of different DA methods
•

Which of the DA algorithms (EnKF, PF, VAR or MLEF) enhances the river discharge
forecast better?
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•

Which approach, ensemble-based or deterministic, performs better for various lead times
and flow magnitudes?

•

What is the relationship between soil moisture and river flow and how does updating soil
moisture state improve the streamflow forecasting?

Study II: assimilation of satellite-based soil moisture

•

How do active and passive microwave satellite soil moisture retrievals improve the river
discharge when assimilated into rainfall-runoff model?

•

How does the degree of discharge improvement differ between the surface and root zone
satellite soil moisture?

•

Do the dual soil moisture state and the TCI correcting of the SAC-SMA model perform
better than soil moisture only updating?

Study III: use of satellite-based river width estimates

•

Can satellite-based river width estimates from passive microwave be used to track flood
wave propagation along river channels?

•

How much gain in forecast lead time can be achieved by using upstream river inundation
from satellite?

•

What is the skill of the river discharge forecast based on upstream river width from
satellite compared to persistence and ARMA model forecasts?

1.4. Thesis structure
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The reminder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapters 2 presents the “Study I”
including the literature review on DA in hydrology, study area, methods, results and discussions.
Likewise, Chapter 3 and 4 present, respectively, the full descriptions of the “Study II” and
“Study III”. Results of the study are summarized in Chapter 5.
As summarized in Table 1.1, the focus of the “Study I” was comparing several DA
algorithms for improving streamflow forecast. “Study II” was on assessing satellite-based soil
moisture retrievals for enhancing river discharge, and “Study III” tests the utility of satellite river
width for tracking flood wave propagation and improving river discharge forecasting skill.
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Chapter 2
Hydrologic Data Assimilation for Streamflow Forecasting: Implementation and
Comparative Evaluation of EnKF, PF, MLEF and VAR Methods
2.1.

Introduction
Accurate and reliable hydrologic forecast is critical for operational streamflow

forecasting in flood disaster mitigation, dam operation and other water resources management
applications. Hydrologic prediction uncertainties originate from one or combinations of the
following error sources: hydrologic model structure and parameters, model forcing
(amount/rate and spatio-temporal distribution), model initialization (e.g., soil moisture states),
and historical discharge observations often used for model calibration. Several studies have
analyzed these sources of uncertainties and methods of dealing with them (e.g., Restrepo,
1985; Kuczera and Parent, 1998; Kavetski et al., 2006; Vrugt et al., 2003; Wagner et al.,
2003; Montanari and Brath, 2004; Ajami et al., 2007; Liu and Gupta, 2007; Moradkhani and
Sorooshian, 2008; Salamon and Fayen, 2009; Renard et al., 2010; Franz and Hogue, 2011;
Mendoza et al., 2012).
Hydrologic uncertainty problems can be mitigated through data assimilation (DA),
which is a technique that optimally combines the hydrologic model outputs with independent
observations, and modifies certain states of the model by taking into account the relative
errors of the model outputs and the observations. In the past few years, DA has emerged as a
powerful tool in hydrologic forecasting due to a number of factors, such as, increasing
availability of observations (e.g., from satellite remote sensing), improved DA methods, and
need for higher hydrologic forecasting accuracy. Liu et al. (2012) reviewed DA studies over
the last two decades on assimilation of a range of in-situ and remotely sensed observations
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into land surface models. Of our particular interest for hydrologic applications are
assimilation of in-situ discharge (e.g., Seo et al., 2003, 2009; Moradkhani et al., 2005; Weerts
and El Serafi, 2006; Clark at al., 2008; Lee et al., 2011; 2012), in-situ soil moisture (e.g.,
Aubert et al., 2003; Lee at al., 2011), satellite soil moisture (e.g., Pauwels et al., 2001; Reichle
et al., 2002, 2008; Parajka et al., 2006; Crow and Ryu, 2009; Draper et al., 2011; Hain et al.,
2011; Brocca et al., 2010, 2012, Maggioni et al., 2013), and satellite-based water elevation
(e.g., Montanari et al., 2009, Biancamaria et al., 2011).
A number of DA methods have been applied in operational riverflow forecasting
mainly focusing on state updating, parameter estimation, and/or model error updating (as
reviewed by Liu at al., 2012). The most commonly implemented DA methods in hydrology
are: Kalman filter (with its various modifications), variational DA methods and particle filter.
The standard Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960) is a linear recursive optimal filter that combines
imperfect model and uncertain observation to estimate the state evolution of a dynamic
system and propagation of covariance error matrix from one time step to the next. The
Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is a modified version of the standard Kalman filter to
accommodate the nonlinearity of state space and measurement models. The EKF has been
used for state estimation in hydrology (e.g., Katinadis and Bras, 1980; Reichle et al., 2002),
but it was also noted that the linear approximation of a nonlinear model could make the filter
unstable and computationally expensive to implement. A more commonly utilized state
updating method in hydrology is Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) which was first introduced
by Evensen (1994). The EnKF is Monte Carlo based filter in which the state is represented by
ensemble realizations of the true state, where the ensemble mean is considered as the state
estimate and the model error is approximated by the ensemble variance. At the initialization
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step, the ensembles are sampled from a priori distribution, and then during a prediction phase
each member evolves independently following the state space model. Then, whenever new
observations are available, the posterior state (more certain estimate of the true state) is
estimated by updating each ensemble member individually based on the combination of
information obtained from the observation and the model itself. These sequences are
iteratively repeated forward until present time (for Kalman smoothing) or to the future (for
Kalman filtering). The EnKF has been used in hydrologic applications in previous studies
(e.g., Reichle et al., 2002; 2008; Vrugt et al., 2006; Pan et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2008, and
Draper et al., 2012, to name a few).
Another Monte Carlo based DA method recently gaining more attention in hydrology
is the particle filter (PF) (Doucet et al., 2000; Arulampalam et. al., 2002; Moradkhani et al.,
2005; Weerts and El Serafi, 2006; Pan et al., 2007; Noh et al., 2011; DeChant and
Moradkhani, 2012; Plaza et al., 2012). In PF, ensemble members (particles) are initialized
from a priori distribution and each particle is assigned with weights representing the
corresponding probability of a particle. During the prediction step, in a similar fashion to the
EnKF, each particle separately evolves following the model dynamics. Then, when new
observations are available, a new set of weights are calculated for each member based on the
likelihood of the observation, where the weights represent the posterior probability
distribution of the state. The main differences between the EnKF and PF are: there is no direct
state updating in PF, and the PF does not make Gaussian assumption for the model and
observation errors, which theoretically makes it more appropriate for hydrologic applications
where the error characteristics are typically far from Gaussian.
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Variational data assimilation (VAR) is a batch-processing method widely used in
meteorology and hydrology (Bouttier and Courtier, 1999; McLaughlin, 2002; Reichle et al.,
2002; Seo, et al., 2003, 2009; Lee et al., 2011, 2012). It solves a minimization problem over a
certain time window (commonly referred to as assimilation window) in which constrained
nonlinear minimization algorithms are applied to a cost function consisting of model and
observation errors. The cost function is setup in such a way that the model and observations
with larger error values (deviation from the truth) are penalized, and the constraints are
enforced for a purpose of keeping the entities within physically meaningful bounds. Zupanski
(2005) transformed the cost minimization technique from model space to ensemble space by
combining the maximum likelihood estimation from Kalman filtering with the state
estimation using the cost function minimization methods. The method was introduced as the
maximum likelihood ensemblefilter (MLEF), but has not yet been tested for hydrologic
applications.
All the DA methods have their own strengths and limitations depending on the
characteristics of the data assimilation problem. For example, factors such as flexibility in the
error model assumptions, nonlinearity of the model, computational cost, number of ensembles
needed to achieve satisfactory result, and the difficulty of practical implementation for large
scale problems need to be taken into consideration to obtain (sub)optimal result when using a
specific DA method for hydrologic applications.
The purpose of the present study was to implement and comparatively evaluate the
effectiveness of four DA methods for improving real-time operational hydrologic forecasting.
Specifically, we aim to address the following research questions: which algorithm, sequential
or batch-processing, enhances the forecast better? Which approach, ensemble-based or
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deterministic, performs better for various lead times? How does updating soil moisture state
improve the streamflow forecasting? To address these questions, we first analyzed the
streamflow variation with soil moisture states of the SAC-SMA model for the study basin.
Then, we utilized different algorithms/approaches (sequential, batch-processing, ensemblebased and deterministic) for data assimilation of in-situ discharge into the Sacramento Soil
Moisture Accounting Model (SAC-SMA) (Burnash et al., 1973) for streamflow forecasting of
a small watershed in the Unites States.
Our study extends the previous DA comparison studies (e.g., Weerts, 2006; DeChant
and Moradkhani, 2012) by including more methods (VAR and MLEF), and introduces a new
method for creating importance density for Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) algorithm
of the sequential Monte Carlo in the PF. The DA methods were independently used to update
the dynamic model states at each assimilation time, while the model parameters were assumed
to be time-invariant and estimated off-line of the DA. We adopted the SAC-SMA model
parameters estimated for the study basin by Seo et al. (2009) using the Adjoint-Based
Optimizer (AB_OPT) algorithm.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents an
overview of the study area, hydrologic model and data. Section 2.3 analyzes the variation of
flow components as a function of soil moisture states of the model. Section 2.4 describes the
DA methods and implementations. In section 2.5, the experiment setup is presented.
Evaluation methods and results are discussed in sections 2.6 and 2.7 respectively. Finally,
conclusions were summarized in section 2.8.

2.2.

Study Area, Hydrologic Model and Data
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The study area is the Greens Bayou watershed located in Harris County, Texas (See
Figure 2.1). It is one of the several basins in NWS West Gulf River Forecast Center
(WGRFC) chosen for experimental implementation of variational data assimilation (Seo et al.,
2003; 2009). The basin has a drainage area of 178 km2 with the outlet (USGS site ID of
‘08076000’) located at about 17 km northeast of the city of Huston, Texas. Most of the
watershed is highly developed with estimated impervious area of 28.8% (Kuzmin et al.,
2008). It is characterized by humid subtropical climate receiving mean annual rainfall of 1300
mm. Flooding in the basin occurred numerous times in the last few decades mainly brought
on by tropical storms, among which Tropical Storm Allison caused one of the most severe
flooding in June 2001 following more than 650 mm of rainfall in 10 hours between June 8 and
9 ( http://www.nws.noaa.gov/os/assessments/pdfs/allison.pdf ). The basin is selected for this
study on account of two factors: it represents a typical southern United States watershed often
affected by extreme weather conditions, and improving hydrologic forecasting over this
watershed has important socio-economic value.

Figure 2.1. Greens Bayou basin in eastern Texas. The basin has a catchment area of 178 km2.
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The model used in this work is the Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting model
(SAC-SMA, Burnash et al., 1973), which is used by the National Weather Service (NWS) for
river forecasting over the Unites States. The SAC-SMA is a physically-based conceptual
model with two vertical soil zones: the upper zone representing the short-term surface soil and
interception storage, and the lower zone representing the deeper soil moisture and longer
groundwater storages (see Figure 2.2 for schematic diagram). The zones have free water and
tension water elements, where the free water (fast flow component) is dominantly driven by
gravitation forces but may also be depleted by evapotranspiration, percolation and horizontal
flow, while the tension water (slow flow component) is driven by evapotranspiraion and
diffusion. We describe the model structure in more detail in Section 2.3 coming next. The
SAC-SMA has sixteen calibrated parameters, and the empirical unit hydrograph method is
used for channel flow routing. For our study watershed, the model parameters and empirical
unit hydrograph were estimated by Seo et al., (2009) using Adjoint-Based OPTimizer
(AB_OPT, also described in Kuzmin et al., 2008; Koren et al., 2008). The model is run at
hourly time steps with mean areal precipitation and potential evapotranspiration as inputs,
while channel inflow and actual evapotranspiration are model outputs.
Hourly streamflow observations were used for data assimilation. They were the same
data sets utilized for variational DA experiments by Seo et al., (2009). The data were
originally obtained from United States Geological Survey (USGS) with further quality control
performed at WGRFC. The rainfall input to the model was hourly precipitation estimates
produced by Multisensor Precipitation Estimator (MPE) from real-time radar. The spatially
non-uniform bias in the hourly real-time radar measurement was corrected using information
from rain gauge data (Seo and Breidenbach, 2002).
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Another model input was the

climatological mean areal potential evaporation estimated from Penman equation (Penman,
1948) and then adjusted by Normalized Vegetation Difference Index (NVDI) climatology
(Koren et al., 1998).

Precipitation

Evaporation

Pervious area

Impervious area

Upper Zone
Tension water

SSR
SIR

Free water

SSIF

TCI

Lower Zone
Tension
water

Free water

Channel
routing

BF
Discharge

Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of the SAC-SMA model. The model has two soil zones: upper
and lower zone. There are four flow components: Surface Saturation-excess Runoff
(SSR), Surface Infiltration-excess Runoff (SIR), Sub-surface Interflow (SSIF) and Base
Flow (BF). The aggregation of the flows produces Total Channel Inflow (TCI), which
generates discharge after channel routing.

2.3 . Flow Variation with Model State
Forecast accuracy depends on the skill of hydrologic model, as well as the quality of
forcing data. In this study, we focus on improving the model skill by updating certain states of
the model while using the most accurate forcing precipitation data available. Since model
structure is important for understanding the model states and how they contribute to the
discharge forecast, we revisit the SAC-SMA model in detail as follows. The model has six
soil moisture states and four flow components as shown in Figure 2.2. The six soil moisture
states are the upper zone tension water content (UZTWC), the upper zone free water content
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(UZFWC), the lower zone tension water content (LZTWC), the lower zone free primary
content (LZFPC), the lower zone free supplemental content (LZFSC) and the total tension
water content including impervious area (ADIMC). The flow components are related to the
soil moisture states as follows. The surface saturation-excess runoff (SSR) takes place once
the tension water capacity of the soil is filled, and thus it is a function of ADIMC. The surface
infiltration-excess runoff (SIR) occurs when the rainfall rate exceeds the infiltration capacity
of the upper zone (UZTWC and UZFWC). The sub-surface interflow (SSIF) is a function of
the upper zone free water (UZFWC). The base flow (BF) is generated from the free water
contents of the lower zone (LZFPC and LZFSC).
Soil moisture is observable, in one form or another, either by in-situ instruments or by
satellite remote sensing. Similarly, though each of the flow components may not be separately
measured, their accumulation after they reach river channel is observable using in-situ gauge
or remote sensing methods. Hence, soil moisture and discharge observations can be utilized to
improve the forecast skill by assimilating them into hydrologic models.
In order to effectively improve the streamflow forecast through state updating, it is
vital to understand the contributions of the model states in the generation of the flow
components. Figure 2.3 shows the variation of the flow components of the SAC-SMA model
as a function of the soil moisture states. For the study basin, the base flow (BF) and subsurface interflow (SSIF) increase with increasing free water in the soil (lower panels), while
after saturation, the surface saturation and infiltration excess runoff components (SSR and
SIR) do not show a direct dependence on the soil moisture states (upper panels). Once the soil
reaches saturation (for SSR) or when the precipitation rate exceeds the infiltration capacity of
the soil (for SIR), the flows are a direct result of the precipitation and sole updating of the soil
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moisture states using DA would not solve the accuracy problem of SSR and SIR. Moreover,
the SIR dominates the proportion of the total channel inflow (TCI), and thus, accurate
estimation of the soil moisture states, while it is an important step, does not by itself guarantee
improved streamflow forecast. Hence, besides updating the soil moisture states, the correction
of the TCI in the SAC-SMA model could play a role in improving discharge forecast
accuracy. Thus, in this study we implement DA tools to modify the soil moisture states and
the total channel inflow (TCI) of the model. The details of the DA methods used and
experiments are presented in the following sections.

Figure 2.3. The log-log plot of the relationship between the four flow components and the soil
moisture states of the SAC-SMA. The surface infiltration-excess runoff (SIF) component
is the most dominant during the high flow for the study basin, followed by the surface
saturation-excess runoff (SSR) component. Note that the SIR and SSR are not correlated
with the soil moisture states. On the other hand, the sub-surface interflow (SSIF) and the
base flow (BF) increase in proportion to the upper zone and lower zone free water
contents respectively.
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2.4. DA Methods and Implementation
The following presents the mathematical description of the model and observation
dynamics, and the DA problem formulation followed by review of each DA method used in
this study. The state space equation for the hydrologic model can be described as:
 =  ,

, 

+

(2.1)



where Xt is model state vector; Θt is a vector of model parameters; It is input; and wt is model
error, all at time t. The model states evolve from one time to the next governed by physical
equations of the model as described by Equation (2.1). The error term accounts for
uncertainties coming from, for example, inaccurate formulation of the model physics, model
parameters or any other source of model error. Soil moisture is commonly considered as a
state space variable in hydrologic data assimilation, but one can also set up precipitation
(input, e.g., see Crow et al., 2009) or any other variable as a state space as appropriate. In this
work, we intended to modify the soil moisture and total channel inflow (TCI), and hence they
were defined as state variables.
The measurement model relates the observation with model state as follows.
(2.2)

 = ℎ + 

where Yt and vt are, respectively, measurement and error in the measurement model at time t.
The measurement could be discharge, soil moisture or any parameter that can be physically
observed and be related to the state variable. It should also be noted here that in some
applications a time averaged state is needed to predict the measurement, and if this is a case,
then Equation (2.2) needs to be accordingly modified.
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The function f in Equation (1) is nonlinear hydrologic model, but the function h in
Equation (2.2) could be setup as linear or nonlinear depending on the relationship between the
model states and the measurement. Both model and measurement error distributions are
generally unknown. The DA problem is then to update the state space model Xt+1 using
information obtained from measurement whenever they are available. Based on Bayes Law
the solution to the problem is reduced to solving the posterior probability of the state given all
the past states, all the past and the current observations as described by Equation (2.3).
 |  , , … ,  ,  ,  , . . . ,  , 

(2.3)

2.4.1. Ensemble Kalman filter
In ensemble Kalman filter (Evensen, 1994; Evensen, 2003; Reichle et al, 2002; Vrugt
et. al., 2006; Reichle et al, 2008; Clark et.al., 2008; Crow and Ryu, 2009), finite number (N)
of ensemble members of the model state (Xt) are generated at the start of the model run and
the hydrologic model is run forward (using Equation 2.1) to predict the state ensemble at the
next time (see Equation.2. 4).
 !"#
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(2.4)

where ' is the prior estimates of ith ensemble member of the model state at time t; and N is
the number of ensembles. The ensemble represents the distribution of the state and the
ensemble mean is the best state estimate (“truth”). The prediction spread is computed from
the covariance of the ensemble (as in Equation 2.5).
 = ()

(2.5)

The observation at time t+1 is predicted using the measurement model (see Equation
2.2) and when new information is made available from independent observation, then each
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predicted state ensemble member is updated by additive value proportional to the difference
(innovation) between predicted (using Equation 2.2) and measured observations as follows.


=  + *  − , 

(2.6)

The ‘+’ superscript on the left hand side indicates the posterior state (after the update), H is
linearized measurement model and K is Kalman gain computed as:
* =  , - , , - + . 

(2.7)

where R is the observation error covariance matrix, and other terms are as described above.
As Equations 2.6 and 2.7 indicate the amount of correction applied to the model state depends
on the innovation and the relative errors in the model (P) and observation (R). Assuming the
distribution of both the model (



and measurement ( errors are Gaussian, the expectation

is that, after the state update, each ensemble member is closer to the “true” state than they
were before the update and the covariance of the posterior is less than that of the prior, and as
a result the uncertainty in the model state is reduced. The updating process is sequentially
repeated at each time step given that new observation is available.
In this study, we performed two independent DA tasks using EnKF at each run time:
update the soil moisture states and modify the total channel inflow. The soil moisture update
was done using synthetic soil moisture while the TCI modification was carried out using insitu discharge. We assumed the model parameters and the empirical unit hydrograph are timeinvariant, and thus we did not include them in the dynamic state space update. The calibrated
unit hydrograph (Seo et al., 2009) for unit hydrograph calibration) for the study basin has
width (l) of 32 hours with time to peak of five hours, therefore the past 32 states preceding the
assimilation time (states responsible for generation of the discharge) were updated at each
time step when observed discharge was assimilated.
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2.4.2. Particle filter
Like the ensemble Kalman filter, particle filter (PF) is a Monte Carlo based data
assimilation method with their main differences being: the assumptions in the property of the
model error; and the way they correct the errors. While the core assumption in both model and
measurement errors in the EnKF is Gaussian distribution, no specific error distribution is
needed for PF to get a sub-optimal solution for Equation 2.4. This theoretically makes the PF
more appropriate for hydrologic applications where the error characteristics are not known to
be assumed Gaussian. PF also does not directly update the model state using innovations;
instead it assigns weights to each ensemble member based on the likelihood of the
observation.
The posterior probability density function (pdf) of the state (Equation 2.3) is
approximated by (e.g., Arulampalam et al., 2002) Equation (2.8).
/ | ≈ ∑
'3
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'
and  denote the posterior state and observation, respectively, at time
where again 

t+1. The

'


represents the weight of the ith particle and the 2. is the Dirac delta function.

The weight is estimated from the likelihood of each particle with respect to the true state, but
it is difficult to sample from the true pdf. Therefore the particles are sampled from known
density called proposal distribution (also referred to as importance density) q(.). Then, the
weight of the particle is approximated by (e.g., Arulampalam et al., 2002, Noh et al., 2011):
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The choice of appropriate proposal distribution is the most critical step in the design of
PF for state estimation, and there are several algorithms developed (see e.g., Arulampalam et
al., 2002; Vrugt et al., 2012; and Douc et al., 2005 for detail summary) based on how the
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proposal distribution is estimated. The Sequential Importance Sampling (SIR) is the most
commonly used algorithm in hydrologic data assimilation (e.g., Moradkhani et. al., 2005;
Weerts and El Serafy, 2006; DeChant and Moradkani, 2012) in which resampling is
performed at each time step to replace the particles with smaller weights by a new set of
members obtained from duplicating surviving particles with larger weights. Noh et al. (2011)
also proposed a lagged particle filtering with a regularized particle filtering approach which
involves changing of the discrete posterior distribution to a continuous approximation.
In this work, we introduced a modified resampling approach in which the proposal
distribution with larger particle size (M>>N) was created, and then N particles were sampled
from the proposal distribution using the same principle as the SIR approach. The proposal
distribution generation and resampling procedure were sequentially performed over an
assimilation window that is setup based on the characteristics of the hydrologic model and the
basin of interest. This is especially important when discharge observation is assimilated to
modify all the past states responsible for the generation of the simulated discharge. Under the
current SAC-SMA structure, the number of such past states to be modified is related to the
width (l) of the empirical UH. Thus, the proposal distribution was created (as shown in Figure
2.4), at every time step, from the pool of past posterior particles going back (in time) the
length of the UH. This is essentially constructing a very large number of samples from a
distribution that is likely to represent the true state. Then, a smaller number of particles
representing the state (along with their weights) were resampled from the proposal
distribution. The schematic diagram of the modified proposal distribution generation has
been presented in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. Chart showing construction of the proposal distribution in the particle filtering
algorithm. The proposal distribution q(.) at time t-l+i is randomly sampled from the
posterior density p(.) at the corresponding time as shown by the arrows. The indices t and
l are, respectively, the time of assimilation and width of the empirical unit hydrograph.
The index i varies from one to l.
2.4.3. Variational method
The variational method, unlike the EnKF and PF described above, is not sequential
data assimilator; instead it is batch-processor which estimates the model state by solving a
minimization problem over an assimilation window. The cost function to be minimized is
constructed from model states, observations and their corresponding errors.
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The cost function covering an assimilation window of length l over discrete time steps
of ? = ? , ? , … , ?  and with an initial state estimate at ? = ? of  is defined as (see for
example, Liu and Gupta, 2007):
@, , ,  =  − ℎ .   − ℎ  +  − , ,    − , , 
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(2.10)

where B, E and 
G are, respectively, vectors of parameter error, input error and model state
error at the beginning of the assimilation window; while D , F and  are the covariances of
the parameter, input and initial state, respectively, and all three are assumed to be negligible.
The minimization equation J is subject to constraints in such a way that the parameters, states
and inputs all remain within the physical bounds of the model. The cost function can be
simplified based on the specifics of the hydrologic model at hand and the property of
observation. Seo et al. (2009) used the VAR to assimilate discharge observation into SACSMA model for several watersheds including the current study basin, and to avoid
redundancy we entirely adopt their results, and for all the details regarding the VAR we refer
the readers to the work of Seo et al. (2009).
2.4.4. Maximum likelihood ensemble filter
The maximum likelihood ensemble filter (MLEF, Zupanski, 2005) is the hybrid of
parts of the variational approach and the iterative maximum likelihood estimation of the
standard Kalman filter. In an analogous way to Kalman filter, the MLEF forecasts the state
error covariance at each assimilation time; and similar to the VAR, it produces a deterministic
model state estimate based on a minimization of a cost function described in Equation (2.10)
above. According to Zupanski (2005), the MLEF retains the strong components of VAR and
standard Kalman filters, while changing or improving the weak elements of the alternative
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methods. For example, the use of adjoint models in the minimization of VAR is not necessary
in the MLEF, and the linearization of the model in the standard Kalman filter is not needed.
The difference in cost minimization of Equation (2.10) between the VAR and the
MLEF is that for VAR, the cost function is minimized over full model space within the
assimilation window for obtaining the best estimate of the model state (deterministic), while
the same cost function minimization is performed over ensemble subspace, not full model
subspace, for the MLEF. The model state error covariance (P) of the model state in Equation
(2.10) is first estimated as:
 = H  H-

(2.11)

where  is the forecast error covariance at time t+1,  is the analysis error covariance, H
is the linearized forecast model and the H- is its transpose. The covariance error matrix
vector has the dimension of the model state and the number of ensembles. Note that as
Equation (2.11) indicates, the MLEF neglects the model error covariance that the standard
Kalman filter includes in the calculation of the state covariance forecast.
2.5. Description of the DA experiments
2.5.1. Experiment setup
Data assimilation experiments with ensemble Kalman filter, particle filter, MLEF and
variation methods were independently performed with a primary focus on improving the
discharge forecast accuracy. The SAC-SMA model, as shown in Figure 2.2, has two layer soil
moisture states, precipitation and PET as inputs, and TCI as its output. Then empirical UH
was used for channel routing the TCI to estimate discharge at the outlet of the basin. We
assume that the model parameters and the UH are time-invariant and thus we did not modify
them once their best estimate was obtained offline using calibration procedure based on
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historical data. This reduces the DA to state estimation problem, as opposed to the dual stateparameter estimation problem, and reduces the practical complexity and helps us focus on
updating the model states (soil moisture and TCI). While some studies employed dual stateparameter estimation DA (e.g., Moradkhani et al., 2005), others present the practical
challenges of implementing the dual parameter-state estimation (e.g., see Vrugt et al., 2012).
In this work, we treat the parameter and state estimation problems separately: the former as
static system with constant parameter estimated once using model calibration, and the latter as
dynamic system that evolves with the aid of DA.
The state update for each DA method was performed as follows. For the EnKF and
PF, observed discharge at the outlet was used to update the TCI over a time length (l= the
width of UH) starting from t-l+1 to t (time of assimilation). The TCI over this time window
was responsible for the generation of the simulated discharge at the time of measurement. The
model was run at hourly time steps and the number of ensemble members (particles) for both
EnKF and PF is 100. The soil moisture states of the model were updated using synthetic soil
moisture generated by a separate run of the SAC-SMA model, which means the soil moisture
in this experiment is essentially non-informative as it was generated by the same model.
Nevertheless, the DA experiment was designed and integrated to the SAC-SMA model in
anticipation of an independent soil moisture measurement (remotely sensed or in-situ) and
could easily be extended to soil moisture assimilation in operational applications. The design
of the state update in the case of the variational data assimilation and MLEF were different
from the other two setups described above. In the work of Seo et al. (2009), see Equation 2.4
of that paper, that we adopted for the variational method and used at the National Weather
Service, the observed discharge was used to update the soil moisture states, the adjustment
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factors to observed precipitation and climatological PE, and the TCI for VAR. There was no
soil moisture observation used for any assimilation all along in the VAR. Similar discharge
observation was used for MLEF as well, without observed soil moisture.

It is to be

emphasized that the synthetic soil moisture used in the EnKF and PF is also non-informative,
and has no practical significance in updating the soil moisture states for this experiment. If
any skill gain is achieved using all the four DA methods, then it is due to information brought
in from the observed discharge.
2.5.2. Model and measurement errors
The error assumptions are similar for the two Monte Carlo based filters (EnKF and
PF). The model input, states, and observed discharge ensembles were generated using


multiplicative noise sampled from uniform distribution IJ, K with mean of  J + K = 1
(centered at 1). This makes sure that the errors are unbiased and heteroscedastic, and all the
ensemble members are positive valued. The variance of the multiplicative error is a parameter


of the error model and was computed as  K − J . The precipitation ensembles were
generated as:  = / ∗ IJ, K, J = 0.6, K = 1.4, , where p is observed precipitation. In this
case, the parameters J = 0.6 & K = 1.4 mean that the ensembles are uniformly distributed
within the ±40% range of the observed rainfall (p). Similarly, the synthetic soil moisture
ensemble was generated using error samples from I0.5,1.5. The TCI ensembles were
automatically produced following the ensemble model run, but in few cases when the spread
of the TCI ensembles is too narrow leading to filter convergence towards a single value
(called the degeneracy problem in PF), additive Gaussian error procedure similar to Anderson
(2007) was imposed. In case of observed discharge, more trust was paid to the discharge by
narrowing the spread of the ensembles within ±10% of the range of observation (I0.9,1.1).
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Note that the percentage given is not strictly the standard deviation of the error, since the
multiplicative effect (heteroscedasticity) may proportionally amplify the error magnitude
depending on the value of the observation.
In the VAR, there were four errors associated with discharge observation, precipitation
and PE inputs, and TCI estimates. These errors were also designed in such a way that the
resulting estimates were unbiased and heteroscedastic. For more details on the design and
implantation of the four VAR errors, the reader is referred to the works of Seo et al. (2003,
2009). Similar error assumptions to VAR were also made for the MLEF data assimilation.

2.6. Evaluation Methods
The added value of data assimilation in improving the streamflow forecast over an extended
lead time (January 1996 to March 2005) was evaluated by comparing each DA result with the
BASE (model run without the DA). We quantify the added skill of the DA for streamflow
forecasting at different lead times in terms of the following metrics: Continuous Ranked
Probability Score (CRPS), probability of detection (PoD), false alarm rate (FAR), and root
mean square error (RMSE). We also show a visual time series comparison for selected
extreme flooding event caused by the Tropical Storm Allison in the year 2001.
The Continuous Ranked Probably Score (CRPS) measures the integral square
difference between the cumulative distribution functions (cdf) of the forecast and observation
(see Hersbach [2000] and references therein). We computed the CRPS over the entire model
run period as:


]



V.W = - ∑-'3 X]AY 'Z [ − Y '  [ C \[

(2.12)

where Ff(q) and Fo(q) are the cdf of the forecast and observation computed at discharge value
of q, respectively, and i is time index. For deterministic forecasts (BASE and VAR) the CRPS
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reduces to the mean absolute error (MAE). The Continuous Ranked Probably Skill Score
(CRPSS) of a forecast with respect to the reference (BASE) was calculated as:
V.WW =

^_`abcd ^_`adeb

(2.13)

^_`abcd

An occurrence of an event is expressed by whether the flow exceeds a certain
magnitude (e.g. expressed as quantiles in this study—see Table 2.1), and the ability of a
forecast for correctly predicting the occurrence of an event is measured by the probability of
detection (PoD) , while false alarm rate (FAR) measures the incorrect forecasts. For a
probabilistic forecast, a decision may be triggered when the forecast probability P exceeds
some critical probability threshold Pcr. Hence for a forecast probability P, the PoD and FAR
are defined as [Kharin and Awiers, 2003]:
)fg! = Pr > g! | k > [

(2.14a)

Yl.g! = Pr > g! | k ≤ [

(2.14b)

where Q is observation and q is a magnitude for an event.
The root mean square error normalized by the mean of the climatological mean is also used
for the evaluation of the forecast.

2.7. Results and Discussions
The model was initialized in January 1996 and run through March 2005 at hourly time
step (over a total period of almost 10 years). Forecast up to lead time of 32 hours were
generated using model without DA (BASE) and with the aid of four different DA methods:
EnKF, PF, MLEF and VAR. First, we present (see Figure 2.5) the time series of 1-hour lead
time forecast for extreme flooding in June of 2001 caused by Tropical Storm Allison. As can
be seen from the top three panels in Figure 2.5 (a, b and c), the three ensemble based forecast
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clearly improved the forecast compared to the BASE. All the DA aided forecasts capture the
rising limb and the peak of the extreme flood, and also improve the falling limb of the
hydrograph; particularly the PF and EnKF are closer to the observation on the recession side.
The deterministic forecast, VAR, also has comparable performance with the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE). The MLE is a deterministic component of the MLEF that is
estimated using the minimization procedure. Overall, all the DA algorithms enhanced the
forecast compared to the BASE for 1-hour lead forecast of the extreme flood. In the
following, we present the summary of forecast assessment over the extended time period
(1996-2005).
Figure 2.6 shows the CRPSS of the forecast calculated over four different flow levels:
all flows, flow exceeding 75th, 95th and 99th climatological quantiles. The overall CPRSS
(2.6a) indicates that PF and MLEF improved the forecast skill for all lead times compared to
the BASE; the VAR improved the forecast skill for lead time shorter than 8-hours and had no
skill beyond; and the EnKF showed improvement over short and long lead times, but the skill
depreciated for medium lead times (CPRSS<0). The PF and MLEF consistently showed
forecast skills when calculated over high flows (2.6b, 2.6c and 2.6d). And the VAR forecast
skill improved with increase of flow quantiles. The EnKF displayed skill regardless of flow
quantiles over short and long lead times, but it struggled for medium lead time. This could be
attributed to the fact that, under current assumptions, the error in discharge observation is
small (I0.9,1.1) to obtain the best result for short lead time, but its magnified effect on the
Kalman gain in the state update of Equation (2.7) results in the filter’s overreaction to small
flow innovation. The overreaction effect of the state update (the filter adding water to or
draining water from the water column in short lead time) propagates to the next time step in
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proportion to the unit hydrograph, because the same UH was used as a linearized
measurement model H in Equation (2.7) to update the TCI. In SAC-SMA, the empirical UH
transfer function is used for channel routing the TCI to generate discharge. This impact of the
UH can be seen from the resemblance of in shape of the CRRSS curve with inverted unit
hydrograph. It is to be noted here that, unlike the EnKF, the other DA methods considered
here (PF, MLEF, and VAR) do not update the state by directly adding or draining water from
the soil column.
The relative inferior performance of the EnKF was consistent with the previous study
of DeChant and Moradkhani (2012) where they compared the EnKF with the SIR PF and
reported that the EnKF showed overconfidence and in some cases filter “divergence” (as they
refer to, but it is the collapse of ensemble covariance to a small number due to convergence of
all ensemble to the same value) when applied to the SAC-SMA model for dual stateparameter estimation in Leaf river basin in Mississippi. We removed the later part of the
problem by applying additive Gaussian noise similar to the one proposed by Anderson (2007),
but the overreaction problem of the EnKF still persists in the results of our work.
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Figure 2.5. Time series display of 1-hour lead forecast using SAC-SAM model without DA
(BASE) and model aided with DA. The top three panels are for ensemble forecasts: a)
EnKF, b) PF and c) MLEF. The lower panel compares the deterministic forecasts (BASE
and VAR) with the mean of the ensemble forecasts. The largest peak shown is the
extreme flooding caused by Tropical Storm Allison in year 2001.
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The Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 compares the PoD and FAR of all DA methods with the
BASE for various flow levels. Results at three lead time forecasts: short (1 hr, Table 2.1),
medium (6 hr, Table 2.2) and long (24 hr, Table 2.3) are shown. The PoD and FAR were
calculated at four different flow levels (q) for each forecast lead time. The flow levels selected
were the 25th, 75th, 95th and 95th climatological quantiles of observed discharge for the study
basin.
For the short lead time forecast, as presented in Table 2.1, the DA increased the PoD
of all flow levels compared to the BASE, and similarly the FAR lowered for most DA
methods and flow levels, with the exception being a slight increase of the FAR for EnKF and
MLEF in case of low flow (Q25=0.934 m3/s). The relatively high PoD of these two DA
methods for the low flow can be explained by apparent overestimation of low flows as
indicated by the corresponding FAR. The results are similar for medium lead time forecast (6
hr, see Table 2.2) in that all the DA methods improved the PoD for low and moderate flows.
However, the low flow FAR is appreciably higher than the BASE especially for MLEF and
EnKF, and for high flow levels, drop of both PoD and FAR were observed except for EnKF.
The EnKF, consistent with what was observed from the CRPSS above, overestimates the flow
for the medium lead time forecast.
For long lead time forecast (24 hr), shown in Table 2.3, the two Monte Carlo based
filters, EnKF and PF, have similar properties: slightly higher PoD and FAR for low and
moderate flows compared to BASE, and marginally lower PoD and FAR for high flows. The
higher PoD for MLEF and VAR are offset by equally higher FAR for low and moderate flows
at long lead time forecasts. Overall, the DA methods significantly improved the flow forecast
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at short lead time across all flow levels, but for long lead time, different DA methods produce
different results in flow detection.

Flow level
Base
EnKF
PF
MLEF
VAR

Q25
0.646
0.994
0.852
0.994
0.847

PoD (Pcr=0.5)
Q75
Q95
0.549
0.619
0.955
0.867
0.872
0.734
0.975
0.947
0.908
0.944

Q99
0.744
0.919
0.848
0.871
0.919

Q25
0.186
0.221
0.105
0.228
0.017

FAR (Pcr=0.5)
Q75
Q95
0.037
0.018
0.011
0.003
0.011
0.007
0.030
0.005
0.007
0.003

Q99
0.009
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.001

Table 2.1. Summary of probability of detection (PoD) and False alarm rate (FAR) of the DA
methods for different climatological flow quantiles at 1-hour lead time forecast. The
quantiles for the study basin have the following flow magnitude: Q25= 0.934 m3/s; Q75=
1.90 m3/s; Q95= 12.40 m3/s; and Q99 = 51.54 m3/s. PoD for ensemble forecasts in the
case of Pcr=0.5 describes the probability that more than half of the ensembles detected an
event given that it occurred. And FAR is the probability that more than half of the
ensembles (Pcr=0.5) falsely reported occurrence of an event.

Flow level
Base
EnKF
PF
MLEF
VAR

Q25
0.646
0.755
0.759
0.987
0.834

PoD (Pcr=0.5)
Q75
Q95
0.549
0.619
0.741
0.673
0.781
0.646
0.911
0.757
0.876
0.779

Q99
0.744
0.705
0.731
0.648
0.662

Q25
0.186
0.369
0.184
0.606
0.323

FAR (Pcr=0.5)
Q75
Q95
0.037
0.018
0.209
0.029
0.036
0.013
0.067
0.016
0.246
0.018

Q99
0.009
0.013
0.005
0.005
0.004

FAR (Pr=0.5)
Q75
Q95
0.039
0.019
0.047
0.019
0.048
0.018
0.258
0.030
0.397
0.048

Q99
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.004
0.006

Table 2.2. Same as Table 2.1, but for forecast lead time of 6-hours.

Flow level
Base
EnKF
PF
MLEF
VAR

Q25
0.644
0.663
0.670
0.987
0.726

PoD (Pr=0.5)
Q75
Q95
0.554
0.621
0.598
0.591
0.603
0.589
0.893
0.647
0.807
0.715

Q99
0.745
0.697
0.693
0.476
0.560

Q25
0.180
0.202
0.206
0.983
0.380

Table 2.3. Same as Table 2.1, but for forecast lead time of 24-hours.
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Figure 2.6. The comparison of Continuous Ranked Probably Skill Score (CRPSS) for different
flow ranges: a) overall flow from January 1996 to March 2005, and for flows exceeding
b) the 75th quantile (1.90 m3/s), c) 95th quantile (12.40 m3/s), and d) 99th quantile (51.54
m3/s). For deterministic forecast, VAR, the CRPSS can be viewed as the mean absolute
error skill score.
Figure 2.7 presents the RMSE of the streamflow forecast normalized by the mean flow
calculated for different flow regimes classified by climatological quantiles. The low flow
corresponds to discharge less than 25th climatological quantile; the moderate flow represents
discharge between 25th and 75th quantiles; and the high and extreme flows stand for discharge
between 75th and 95th quantiles, and that exceeding 95th quantile respectively.
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Figure 2.7. Normalized Root Mean Square Error (normalized by mean) of the forecast shown for
different flow regimes: a) low flow (<Q25, 25th climatological quantile), b) moderate
flow (between Q25 and Q75), c) high flow (between Q75 and Q95), d) extreme flow
(exceeding Q95).
In general, the EnKF and VAR showed flow dependent RMSE, while the PF and
MLEF were less dependent on the magnitude of the discharge for all lead time forecasts. In
particular, for low and moderate flows the VAR improved the streamflow forecast for short
lead time (up to 7 hrs) over BASE forecast, but the RMSE was found to be notably increasing
with lead time. For extreme flows, on the other hand, the VAR appreciably improved the
forecast over longer lead times. The EnKF clearly improved for the immediate short lead time
uniformly regardless of flow magnitude, but its problem for the medium lead time forecast
persists. As we tried to explain above, the error copies the shape of the linear unit hydrograph
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employed to transform the TCI to the measured discharge. Exploring the ways to improve the
forecast for short lead times without deteriorating the medium lead time forecast of EnKF is
the subject of more research. The PF and MLEF performed superior to other DA algorithms
across all flow regimes, and their comparison showed slight difference between them. The PF
slightly beats the MLEF at long lead time for low and moderate flows forecast, while the
MLEF is marginally better for high and extreme flows.

2.8. Conclusions
This work utilizes four data assimilation techniques and shows their contribution to
enhancing the operational streamflow forecasting in a small basin in the eastern Texas, the
United States. The model parameters were assumed time-invariant, while the TCI and soil
moisture states were updated. A new simple approach for creating a proposal distribution in
the particle filter was proposed and implemented into the SAC-SMA framework. The
ensemble Kalman filter was also used for data assimilation of observed discharge to modify
the TCI, and synthetic soil moisture to update soil moisture states of the SAC-SMA model. In
addition, the variational data assimilation and MLEF methods were briefly summarized, and
the results for discharge forecast were presented. The results from the DA experiments were
evaluated through comparison with observed discharge and the outputs from the SAC-SMA
model without the DA (BASE).
The DA exhibited different degree of forecast enhancement depending on forecast
lead time and flow magnitude when compared to the BASE. For short lead time, all the DA
methods improved the forecast skill across all flow regimes as evidenced by lower RMSE and
better CRPSS. Longer lead time forecasts, however, had mixed results. The EnKF showed no
skill regardless of the flow magnitude for medium lead times, and VAR had poor skill for low
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flows at long lead time. In general, the PF and MLEF demonstrated more consistent
improvement over all lead times. The MLEF struggled with low flows showing higher FAR,
however it was found to be the best for extreme high flows even at long lead time. Overall,
the simplistic implementation of the modified PF and its consistent forecast enhancement
makes it appealing for assimilation of observations in to SAC-SMA for operational
streamflow forecasting. We believe that this study can be extended to large basins and
distributed modeling framework.
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Chapter 3

Assimilation of Satellite Soil Moisture Retrievals into Hydrologic Model for
Improving River Discharge
3.1.

Introduction

Soil moisture, commonly defined as the amount of water in a unit volume of soil, accounts for
only 0.15% of liquid freshwater on earth (Dingman, 1994; Western et al., 2002), but it is stated
as the most important parameter linking the key components of hydrological, biological and
geochemical processes (NRC, 2007; Owe et al, 2008). It determines the precipitation
partitioning into surface runoff and infiltration, and influences the partitioning of the incoming
solar energy into latent and sensible heat components. Since it controls the water and energy
balance between land surface and atmosphere, soil moisture plays a critical role in a variety of
water and energy balance modeling such as numerical weather prediction, rainfall-runoff
modeling, radiative transfer modeling, climate and agricultural modeling (e.g., Dunne et al.,
1975; Rodr ́ıguez-Iturbe 2000; Lu et al., 2005; Kim and Wang, 2007; Koster et al., 2004, 2010;
Dirmeyer et al., 2009; Albergel et al., 2010; Bolten et al. 2010; Mei and Wang, 2011).
Soil moisture is highly variable over space and time, and its relationship with
hydrologic response is highly non-linear. Hence, obtaining reliable data over a suitable spatial
and temporal scale for hydrologic applications is challenging (e.g., Reichle et al., 2004).
Ground-based observations are sparse and not usually representative of the large spatial scale
(e.g., Brocca et al., 2011). In fact, the mere total number of ground stations currently
contributing to the global in-situ soil moisture database (operated by the International Soil
moisture Network at the Vienna University of Technology in cooperation with the Global Soil
Moisture Databank of the Rutgers University) is less than 1500, with 57% of those stations
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coming from one nation, the Unites States (see http://ismn.geo.tuwien.ac.at/networks/). Global
land surface models could produce soil moisture over larger spatial scales, but separate models
often produce different soil moisture values even when identical forcings were used to run the
models (Entin et al., 1999), and they usually fail to reproduce the true soil moisture.
Satellite-based soil moisture retrievals have been recently shown to be useful for several
hydrometeorological applications. Particularly, advanced soil moisture retrievals from passive
and active microwave satellite remote sensing (e.g., Wagenr et al., 1999; Njoku et al. 2003,
2005; Owe et al., 2008; Bartalis et al., 2007) are now globally available at fine spatial (~25 km
or less) and temporal (mostly daily) scales needed for hydrologic applications. The most
commonly used sensors for soil moisture are the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer
for Earth observing system (AMSR-E) on-board Aqua satellite (Njoku et al. 3003, 2004; Owe
et al., 2008) and the Advanced SCATterometer (ASCAT) on-board the MetOp (Meteorological
Operational) satellite (Wagner et al., 1999; Bartalis et al., 2007). Soil moisture estimates
derived from these sensors have been evaluated through comparison with in-situ or model
simulated soil moistures (e.g., Wagner et al., 2007; Draper et al 2009; Albergel et al., 2009,
2010; Jackson et al., 2010; Brocca et al., 2010; 2011, Liu et al., 2011, Hain et al., 2011) and
reported to correspond significantly well with the reference soil moisture.
Studies have shown that the remotely sensed soil moisture observations have given
promising results in enhancing river discharge simulation when assimilated into rainfall-runoff
models (e.g., Pauwels et al, 2002; Parajka et al, 2006; Crow and Ryu, 2009; Draper et al., 2011,
2012; Brocca et al., 2012 to name a few). The most common approach is sequential updating of
the initial soil moisture of hydrologic model using the satellite observations; however accurate
initialization of the model soil moisture alone does not guarantee a significant improvement of
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the river discharge due to the highly non-linear relationship between runoff and soil moisture
(Hirpa et al., 2013). Another methodology proposed by Crow et al. (2005), and later evaluated
on Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SAC-SMA) hydrologic model over several basins
(Crow and Ryu, 2009), is dual correction of the soil moisture state and antecedent precipitation
index (API). The dual-correction data assimilation has been proved to be more effective in
enhancing river discharge when compared to soil-moisture-only updating. The Crow and Ryu
(2009) study was carried out using model generated synthetic soil moisture data, and hence it
would be important to test the approach using real satellite soil moisture retrievals.
In the current study, a dual updating experiment of soil moisture state and total channel
inflow (TCI) of the SAC-SMA model (Burnash et al., 1973) using ensemble Kalman filter
(EnKF) was performed. It is analogous to the Crow and Ryu (2009) work in that dual updating
of two separate states using sequential data assimilation was carried out in both cases, but also
with the following important differences. Firstly, the current study used observed satellite soil
moisture retrievals while the previous one used synthetic soil moisture, and secondly, in the
current work rainfall was not directly corrected but instead the TCI (the aggregate flow
component) of the model was corrected using the satellite soil moisture observations.
The objective of our work is to evaluate the added skill of river discharge due to
assimilation of satellite soil moisture compared to the open loop (without data assimilation)
simulation. Ground-based river discharge measurement was used as a reference to evaluate the
data assimilation and open loop results. The study aims at answering the following scientific
questions. How do active and passive microwave satellite soil moisture retrievals improve the
river discharge when assimilated into rainfall-runoff model? How does the degree of discharge
improvement differ between the surface and root zone satellite soil moisture? Do the dual soil
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moisture state and the TCI correcting of the SAC-SMA model perform better than soil moisture
only update? The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the
study area, hydrologic model and description of satellite soil moisture retrievals. Data matching
and data assimilation methods are described in section 3.3. Results are presented in section 3.4,
and finally, conclusions are summarized in section 3.5.

3.2.

Study Area, Model and Data

3.2.1. Study Area
The study area is the Greens Bayou watershed (shown in Figure 3.1a) located in Harris
County, Texas. The basin has a drainage area of 178 km2 with the outlet (USGS site ID of
‘08076000’) located at about 17 km northeast of the city of Huston, Texas. It is characterized
by humid subtropical climate receiving mean annual rainfall of 1300 mm (Hirpa et al., 2013).
The land use and land cover extracted from the National Land Cover Data 2006 reveals that
most of the basin is developed with low and medium intensity (Figure 3.1b). The basin has an
estimated impervious area of 28.8% (Kuzmin et al., 2008).Only small proportion of the area is
covered with forest, which presents a good opportunity to evaluate the satellite soil moisture
with minimal influence of vegetation on the microwave signal.
Flooding in the basin occurred numerous times in last few decades mainly brought on
by tropical storms. The floods of June 2001, November 2003 and October 2006 (all from last
two decades) are among the top ten historical flooding events ever recorded in the Greens
Bayou basin. The most extreme flood was caused by Tropical storm Alison in June 2001
following more than 650 mm of rainfall in 10 hours between June 8 and 9 (
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/os/assessments/pdfs/allison.pdf). Greens Bayou is one of several
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basins under West Gulf River Forecast Center (WGRFC) selected for data assimilation
experiment (Seo et al., 2009).

a)

b)
Figure 3.1. Greens Bayou basin (Area=178 km2) located in eastern Texas. a) center of satellite
soil moisture grids for AMSR-E (three green dots) and ASCAT (five purple dots. b) Land
use/cover of the basin extracted from National Land Cover Data (NLCD) 2006.
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3.2.2. Hydrologic model and inputs
The Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting model (SAC-SMA, Burnash et al., 1973)
was used for the streamflow simulation. The SAC-SMA is used by the National Weather
Service (NWS) for river forecasting for the Unites States. It is a physically-based conceptual
model with two vertical soil zones: the upper zone representing the short-term surface soil and
interception storage, and the lower zone representing the deeper soil moisture and longer
groundwater storages (see Figure 3.2 for schematic diagram). The zones have free water and
tension water elements, where the free water (fast flow component) is dominantly driven by
gravitation forces but may also be depleted by evapotranspiration, percolation and horizontal
flow, while the tension water (slow flow component) is driven by evapotranspiraion and
diffusion.
The model has six soil moisture states and four flow components. The six soil moisture
states are the upper zone tension water content (UZTWC), the upper zone free water content
(UZFWC), the lower zone tension water content (LZTWC), the lower zone free primary
content (LZFPC), the lower zone free supplemental content (LZFSC) and the total tension
water content including impervious area (ADIMC). The flow components are related to the soil
moisture states as follows. The surface saturation-excess runoff (SSR) takes place once the
tension water capacity of the soil is filled, and thus it is a function of ADIMC. The surface
infiltration-excess runoff (SIR) occurs when the rainfall rate exceeds the infiltration capacity of
the upper zone (UZTWC and UZFWC). The sub-surface interflow (SSIF) is a function of the
upper zone free water (UZFWC). And the base flow (BF) is generated from the free water
contents of the lower zone (LZFPC and LZFSC).
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the SAC-SMA model with two soil zones (upper and lower
zone) and four flow components. The flow components (SSR, SIR, SSIF and BF) are
aggregated to produce the Total Channel Inflow (TCI). River discharge is generated after
channel routing of TCI using unit hydrograph.
The SAC-SMA has sixteen calibrated parameters, and the empirical unit hydrograph
method is used for channel flow routing. For the study basin, the model parameters and
empirical unit hydrograph were estimated by Seo et al., (2009) using Adjoint-Based OPTimizer
(AB_OPT, see also Kuzmin et al., 2008; Koren et al., 2008). The calibrated unit hydrograph
(Seo et al., 2009) has width of 32 hours with time to peak of five hours. The model is run at
hourly time steps with mean areal precipitation and potential evapotranspiration as inputs,
while channel inflow and actual evapotranspiration are model outputs. The rainfall input was
hourly precipitation estimates produced by Multisensor Precipitation Estimator (MPE) from
real-time radar. The spatially non-uniform bias in the hourly real-time radar measurement was
corrected using information from rain gauge data (Seo and Breidenbach, 2002).

The

climatological mean areal potential evaporation is estimated from Penman equation (Penman,
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1948) and then adjusted by Normalized Vegetation Difference Index (NVDI) climatology
(Koren et al., 1998).
3.2.3. AMSR-E Soil Moisture data
The soil moisture estimates are based on brightness temperature observed from the
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth observing systems (AMSR-E) sensor onboard Aqua satellite. Aqua follows a polar sun-synchronous orbit crossing the equator at
approximately 1:30 and 13:30 local time for descending (night time) and ascending (day time)
overpasses respectively. The AMSR-E is passive-microwave radiometer that measures
brightness temperature at six different frequencies (6.9, 10.7, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5, and 89.0 GHz)
for both vertical and horizontal polarizations (Njoku et al., 2004). Several different algorithms
have been developed to retrieve surface soil moisture from the AMSR-E brightness temperature
from microwave channels. The two commonly used retrievals are the official AMSR-E soil
moisture product developed at NASA (Njoku et al. 2003; 2004), and Land Parameter Retrieval
Model (LPRM) AMSR-E soil moisture (Owe et al. 2008) developed by the collaboration of the
VU University Amsterdam and NASA.
The Njoku et al. (2003) retrieval method uses normalized polarization ratios from
AMSR-E brightness temperature in order to minimize the effect of surface temperature on soil
moisture signal. Then the soil moisture value for each grid cell is estimated using a long-term
deviation from monthly mean polarization ratio. The LPRM (Owe et al., 2008) soil moisture is
based on forward modeling optimization approach to solve microwave radiative transfer
equation at three different frequencies (C, X and K bands). The AMRS-E based LPRM land
surface soil moisture and vegetation optical depth retrievals at C (6.9GHz) and X (10.7GHz)
bands, and land surface temperature at K-band (37GHz) are globally available from June 2002
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to October 2011. Deeper root zone soil moisture was derived by assimilating the surface
LPRM soil moisture from descending orbit into a 2-Layer Palmer Water Balance Model using
1-dimensional ensemble Kalman filter. The global daily 0.25o gridded LPRM root zone soil
moisture was produced at NASA for time period from June 2002 to December 2010.
Evaluation studies carried out on the AMSR-E retrievals indicate that the LPRM
AMSR-E products show better correlation when compared with in-situ soil moisture (e.g.,
Wagner et al 2007; Draper et al., 2009; Jackson et al. 2010; Brocca et al., 2011) compared to
the Njoku et al. (2003) retrievals. Hence, only the LPRM AMSR-E surface soil moisture
retrieval was used in this study, and for ease of terms, we refer to the LPRM AMSR-E simply
as AMSR-E in the reminder of the chapter. The X-band level 3 ascending surface soil moisture
(AMSR-E A-SSM), descending surface soil moisture (AMSR-E D-SSM) and root zone soil
moisture (AMSR-E D-RZ) from four years (2007-2010) were assimilated into the SAC-SMA
model separately.
3.2.4. ASCAT Soil Moisture data
The Advanced SCATterometer (ASCAT) soil moisture estimates are based on radar
backscatter (active microwave at C-band) from sensor onboard EUMETSAT’s MetOp satellite
launched in 2007. MetOp follows a sun-synchronous orbit crossing the equator at
approximately 9:30 and 21:30 local time for descending and ascending overpasses respectively.
The backscatter coefficients are converted to surface soil moisture using empirical change
detection method developed at Vienna University of Technology by Wagner et al. (1999,
2010). The method assumes that the highest long-term backscattering coefficient values
correspond to the wettest soil conditions, while the lowest backscattering coefficients
correspond to the driest soil condition. Based on this assumption, the relative soil moisture data
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in the form of degree of saturation ranging from 0 to 100% are provided as surface soil
moisture data. Detail description of the ASCAT soil moisture used in this study can also be
found in Bartalis et al. (2007).
Soil water index (SWI) data are derived from the ASCAT surface soil moisture using a
two-layer model representing upper and lower soil layers, where the soil profile for a soil depth
of 1-meter was estimated from the surface soil moisture using exponential filter (Wagner et al.,
1999). The exponential filter has one parameter referred to as characteristic time length (T) that
controls the temporal variation of the SWI. The data is produced at eight different characteristic
values ranging from 1 to 100 days, with 1 day and 100 days representing the highest and lowest
temporal variations respectively. In this study, the data corresponding to T=1 was used, and the
SWI is denoted as root zone soil moisture in the reminder of this chapter. The ASCAT surface
and root zone soil moisture retrievals from four years (2007 to 2010) were separately
assimilated into SAC-SMA model.

3.3.

Method

3.3.1 CDF mapping
There is discrepancy between the soil moisture fields from the SAC-SMA model and
satellite retrievals in terms of spatial scales, temporal resolution and the soil moisture extent.
The model has spatially lumped soil moisture accumulation (mm) with values ranging from
zero (completely dry) to maximum capacity (fully saturated) determined by the model
parameters based on the soil properties (e.g. porosity). In contrast, the AMSR-E soil moisture
provides gridded volumetric soil moisture (m3/m3) at mostly daily and 25 km resolutions. The
ASCAT product is expressed in terms of the degree of saturation ranging from 0 to 100% at
12.5 km and generally daily scales for the study basin. To overcome this lack of
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correspondence among the data sets, first the satellite retrievals were spatially averaged to the
basin scale to match the SAC-SMA model. Then they are transformed from their native values
(i.e. volumetric soil moisture or saturation percentage) into the SAC-SMA model (soil moisture
accumulation, mm) using cumulative distribution matching (CDF) matching method. The CDF
matching, also sometimes referred to as quantile-to-quantile mapping, has been widely used for
data matching purposes in several applicarions (e.g., Reichle and Koster, 2004; Lee and
Anagnostou, 2004; Hopson and Webster, 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Brocca et al., 2011; Draper et
al., 2012).
3.3.2

DA experiment
Two separate data assimilation experiments were carried out using each satellite soil

moisture estimate: 1) soil moisture state updating (SMU) and 2) dual soil moisture and TCI
updating (STU). The relationship between soil moisture states and river discharge is highly
nonlinear, especially for the upper soil layer that controls the dominant proportion of runoff for
the study basin (Hirpa et al., 2013). Hence, there is a limit to translating accurate initialization
of the soil moisture into equivalently better river discharge estimation, in particular after the
soil reaches saturation and the surface runoff becomes a direct result of rainfall. In this case,
soil moisture state updating does not necessarily yield a significant improvement in runoff
accuracy, and, therefore, additional flux (e.g. rainfall or more) correction could also be
considered. Crow and Ryu (2009) presented such a case where they updated the combined soil
moisture state and antecedent precipitation index (API), and reported that the dual-API-soilmoisture correction produced the best result when the runoff RMSE was considered. In the
current study, the soil moisture and TCI dual assimilation experiment (STU) was carried out.
The direct rainfall correction of the Crow and Ryu (2009) was replaced by the TCI update
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because the most accurate rainfall from ground observation was used as input to the SAC-SMA
model.

Figure 3.3. The AMSR-E, ASCAT and SAC-SMA simulated soil moisture for a) upper and b)
lower soil zones as defined by the SAC-SMA model. The satellite soil moisture retrievals are
mapped to SAC-SMA model space using CDF matching approach. The surface soil moisture
(SSM) for the upper zone and the root zone (RZ) soil moisture for the lower zone are shown.
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The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF, Evenson, 1994; 2003) was implemented into the
SAC-SMA model for the data assimilation of the satellite soil moisture retrievals. In the EnKF,
finite number (N=100) of ensemble members of the model state (Xt) are generated at the start
of the model run and the hydrologic model is run forward to predict the state ensemble at the
next time (see Equation. 3.1).
 !"#
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(3.1)

where ' is the prior estimates of ith ensemble member of the model state at time t; and N is
the number of ensembles. The ensemble represents the distribution of the state and the
ensemble mean is the best state estimate (“truth”). The prediction spread is computed from the
covariance of the ensemble (as in Equation 3.2).
 = ()

(3.2)

Whenever satellite soil moisture is available, then each state ensemble member is updated by
additive value proportional to the difference (innovation) between predicted state and satellite
soil moisture estimates as follows.


=  + *  − , 

(3.3)

The ‘+’ superscript on the left hand side indicates the posterior state (after the update), H is
linearized measurement model (identity matrix in this case) and K is Kalman gain computed as:
* =  , - , , - + . 

(3.4)

where R is the observation error covariance matrix, and other terms are as described above.
In this study, the model states ( are defined as the soil moisture state (vector of six
elements) in the SMU experiment; and the combination of soil moisture and TCI (vector of size
seven) for the STU experiment. The model parameters and the empirical unit hydrograph are
assumed to be time-invariant, and hence are not included in the dynamic state space update. In
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a method similar to Draper et al., (2012), the same error covariance (R) was assumed for both
AMSR-E and ASCAT retrievals.

3.4 Results
All Five satellite soil moisture estimates were mapped to the SAC-SMA model space,
accumulations (mm), over the study period of 2007-2010 using the CDF matching method.
Figure 3.3 presents the time series plot of upper zone and lower zone for a selected year 2009
(similar pattern was found for other years too). All remotely-sensed soil moisture retrievals
have been mapped to the six soil moisture states and the TCI, but for brevity of presentation
only selected plots are shown in the figure. The upper zone (Figure 3.3a) from the SAC-SMA
model and the mapped surface soil moistures (SSM) from the ASCAT, the descending AMSRE and the ascending AMSR-E correspond reasonably well for the year, except for the winter
months (January and February). The upper layer moisture patterns are fairly similar for spring
and summer months and the remotely-sensed moisture could replicate the general model
dynamics. However, there was less agreement for the winter months between surface soil
moisture from model and remotely sensing. The transform from the AMSR-E retrievals
overestimate the soil moisture compared to the SAC-SMA model and the ASCAT transform
showed more temporal variations. In the lower zone (Figure 3b), both the satellite-based root
zone (RZ) soil moisture estimates detect the driest moisture during summer season, and the
overall moisture dynamics was in good agreement with the SAC-SMA model.
3.4.1. AMSR-E assimilation
The AMSR-E surface soil moisture from descending orbit (AMSR-E D-SSM), the
AMSR-E surface soil moisture from ascending orbit (AMSR-E A-SSM), and the AMSR-E root
zone from descending orbit (AMSR-E D-RZ) were separately assimilated to the SAC-SMA
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model over a period of four years (2007 to 2010) using EnKF. Each of these retrievals were
mapped to the six model soil moisture states and the TCI using the CDF matching before
assimilation experiment was carried out. Figure 3.4 compares the RMSE of river discharge,
computed with reference to in-situ discharge, from the model without data assimilation (open
loop), soil moisture update (SMU) and dual soil moisture and TCI update (STU) using the three
AMSR-E retrievals. The discharge RMSE for soil-moisture-only-update was lower than that of
open loop model, and the dual-assimilation discharge RMSE was the lowest compared to open
loop and SMU for all three AMSR-E satellite retrievals. This indicates that 1) assimilation of
AMSR-E surface and root zone soil moisture into SAC-SMA hydrologic model improves the
river discharge simulation, and 2) dual soil moisture and TCI update (STU) for SC-SMA model
is better for discharge simulation compared to soil moisture state update only (SMU).
This finding is consistent with the results of the synthetic experiment of Crow and Ryu
(2009) where they also showed that the dual soil moisture/rainfall correction produced better
discharge compared to open loop and soil-moisture-only update. Given that the accuracy of
open loop discharge was boosted by the highly accurate ground-based rainfall input in our
study, the slender but consistent RMSE enhancement (just under 10%) over the open loop after
using the AMSR-E products is appreciable. Indeed, the synthetic experiment of the Crow and
Ryu (2009) revealed that only minor discharge improvement could be achieved when accurate
rainfall used to derive the SAC-SMA model, which makes the result even more encouraging
especially for areas with poor rainfall data. Note also that the SAC-SMA model here is run at
hourly time scale while the satellite soil moisture is currently only available at most on daily
basis, and we believe that more discharge improvement could be achieved with more frequent
moisture data.
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Figure 3.4. River discharge improvement from assimilation of AMSR-E soil moisture. The
RMSE are shown for a) AMSR-E surface soil moisture from descending orbit (AMSRE D-SSM), b) AMSR-E surface soil moisture from ascending orbit (AMSR-E A-SSM)
and c) AMSR-E root zone soil moisture from descending orbit AMSR-E D-RZ. The
shaded circles denote the ensemble mean for each case. The RMSE 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles are indicates in the box plots.
3.4.2. ASCAT assimilation
The ASCAT data assimilation was carried out for surface (ASCAT-SSM) and root zone
(ASCAT-RZ) soil moisture using EnKF method. Both surface and root zone ASCAT were
independently mapped to the six model soil moisture states and the TCI using the CDF
matching before assimilation experiment was performed. The discharge RMSE results for open
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loop, SMU and STU are shown in Figure 3.5. Similar to the AMSR-E above, the discharge
RMSE improved with ASCAT assimilation into the SAC-SMA model, and the best result was
obtained with dual soil moisture and TCI updating (STU) for both surface and root zone. These
results were consistent with the AMSR-E findings regardless of the surface or root zone
retrievals. Unlike previous study by Brocca et al. (2012), there was no appreciable difference in
discharge enhancement found between the surface and root zone ASCAT assimilation. The
previous study reported that the root zone assimilation produced better correspondence with insitu discharge compared to the surface soil moisture over basins in Italy. It is not entirely clear
as to why different results from Brocca et al. (2012) were obtained, but we suspect that it could
be due to a mismatch in optimal characteristics time length used in the exponential filter to
create the root zone soil moisture from the surface. Regardless, the ASCAT soil moisture
retrievals (SSM and RZ) clearly improved the river discharge and showed encouraging results
for future active microwave soil moisture missions with higher spatial and temporal
resolutions.
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Figure 3.5. Similar to Figure 4, except a) ASCAT surface soil moisture (ASCAT-SSM) and b)
ASCAT root zone (ASCAT-RZ).
3.4.3. Comparison of the STU
In this section, the discharge prediction skills of the dual soil moisture and TCI update
(STU) for each of the five satellite soil moisture retrievals were compared. Figure 3.6 shows
the discharge RMSE computed from assimilation of each soil moisture dataset along with the
open loop. The mean of the ensemble RMSE for AMSR-E D-SSM is slightly lower that all
others and ASCAT-SSM has marginally higher RMSE. However, the RMSE difference among
the satellite assimilated was inconsiderable compared to the improvement from the open loop.
Furthermore, the spread of the RMSE was found to be wider for ASCAT-SSM possibly owing
to the more temporal variability observed in the ASCAT time series (compared in Figure 3.3).
The close similarity of the AMSR-E and ASCAT was in agreement with the reported findings
of the Draper et al. (2012) assimilation into NASA Catchment land surface model. The
previous study recommended that joint assimilation of the AMSR-E and ASCAT into the
NASA Catchment land surface model provides better accuracy and converge for soil moisture,
but weather the combined assimilation also results in improved discharge remains to be
confirmed. Overall, the value of soil moisture data assimilation for river discharge simulation
was demonstrated, and sheds positive light on future soil moisture missions with higher spatial
and temporal resolutions, such as Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP, Entekhabi et al., 2010).
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of the discharge RMSE after the soil moisture state and TCI updates
using different satellite soil moisture retrievals. Other details are similar to Figure 3.4

3.5.

Conclusions
Surface and root zone satellite soil moisture retrievals from passive and active

microwave sensors were separately assimilated to SAC-SMA hydrologic model and their
contribution to river discharge improvement was evaluated. The passive microwave sensor is
the AMSR-E radiometer onboard Aqua satellite and the active microwave sensor is the ASCAT
onboard the MetOp satellite. A CDF matching approach was applied to remove the mismatch
between the remotely-sensed and model soil moisture and to convert the satellite retrievals to
the model space (accumulation in mm). Two separate data assimilation experiments were
carried out and compared: soil moisture state updating, and dual-soil moisture and total channel
inflow correction.
The major conclusions are summarized as follows:
•

All the AMSR-E and ASCAT datasets considered improved the river discharge
compared to the open loop (without data assimilation).

•

The best result was obtained when dual soil moisture and TCI (STU) update was
carried out, compared to soil moisture only state update (SMU).
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•

There was no major difference between surface and root zone soil moisture retrievals
in the degree of the discharge enhancement. This is the case for both AMSR-E and
ASCAT datasets.

•

Both passive and active microwave retrievals produced similar discharge results.
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Chapter 4

Satellite River Width Estimates for River Discharge Forecasting: Application to
Major Rivers in South Asia
4.1.

Introduction

River flow measurements are critical for hydrological data assimilation and model calibration
in flood forecasting and other water resource management issues. In many parts of the world,
however, in situ river discharge measurements are either completely unavailable or are difficult
to access for timely use in operational flood forecasting and disaster mitigation. In such regions,
flood inundation information derived from microwave remote sensors (e.g. Smith, 1997;
Brakenridge et al., 1998; Brakenridge et al., 2005; 2007; Bjerklie et al., 2005; Temimi et al.,
2005; Smith and Pavelsky, 2008; De Groeve, 2010 and Birkinshaw et al., 2010) or surface water
elevation estimated from satellite altimetry (e.g. Birkett, 1998; Alsdorf et al., 2000, Alsdorf et al.,
2001, Jung et al., 2010) could be used as alternative sources of surface water information for
hydrologic applications.
Brakenridge et al. (2007) demonstrate, through testing over different climatic regions of the
world, including rivers in the Unites States, Europe, Asia and Africa, that satellite passive
microwave data can be used to estimate river discharge changes, river ice status, and watershed
runoff. The data were obtained by the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer–Earth
Observing System (AMSR-E) aboard NASA’s Aqua satellite. The method uses the large
difference in 36.5GHz (14x8 km spatial resolution), H-polarized, night-time “brightness
temperature” (upwelling radiance) between water and land to estimate the in-pixel proportion of
land to water, on a near-daily basis over a period of more than 10 years. The measurement pixels
are centered over rivers, and are calibrated by nearby reference pixels over dry land to remove
other factors affecting microwave emission (a ratio is calculated). The resulting signal is very
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sensitive to small changes in river discharge for all ranges of the moisture content in the
calibration pixel.
Using the same data from AMSR-E, De Groeve et al. (2006) provide a method to detect
major global floods on a near-real time basis. De Groeve (2010) shows in Namibia, southern
Africa, that the passive microwave based flood extent corresponds well with observed flood
hydrographs in monitoring stations where the river overflows the bank. It was also noted that the
signal to noise ratio is highly affected by variable local conditions on the ground (De Groeve,
2010), such as the river bank geometry and the extent of flood inundation. For example, in cases
of confined flows, the river stays in the banks and hence the change in river discharge mainly
results in water level variation without producing much difference in river width.
Upper-catchment satellite based flow monitoring may provide major improvements to river
flow forecast accuracy downstream, primarily in the developing nations where there is a limited
availability of ground based river discharge measurements. Bangladesh is one such case where
river flooding has historically been a very significant problem to socioeconomic and public
health. Major flooding occurs in Bangladesh with a return period of 4-5 years (Hopson and
Webster, 2010) caused by the Ganges and Brahmaputra Rivers, which enter into the country
from India, and join in the Bangladeshi low lands. Because of limited river discharge data
sharing between the two countries, the only reliable river streamflow data for Bangladesh flood
prediction is from sites within the national borders, and this has traditionally limited forecast
lead-times to 2 to 3 days in the interior of the country.
Several water elevation and discharge estimation attempts have been made based on satellite
altimetry for the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers. Jung et al., (2010) used satellite altimetry from
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission digital elevation model (SRTM DEM) to estimate water
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elevation and slope for Brahmaputra River. The same study also applied Manning’s equation to
estimate discharge from the water surface slope and Woldemichael et al., (2011) later improved
the discharge estimation error through better selection of hydraulic parameters and Manning’s
roughness coefficient. Siddique-E-Akbor et al., (2011) compared the water elevation derived
from Envisat satellite altimetry with simulated water levels by HEC-RAS model for three rivers
in Bangladesh, in which they reported the average (over 2 years) root mean square difference of
2.0 m between the simulated and the satellite based water level estimates.
In another study, Papa et al. (2010) produced estimates of monthly discharges for the Ganges
and Brahmaputra rivers using TOPEX-Poseidon (T-P), ERS-2, and ENVISAT satellite altimetry
information. Such monthly and seasonal discharge estimates are important for weather and
climate applications, but shorter time scale information is also needed, such as daily or hourly,
for operational short term river flow forecasting. However, the use of altimetry data is currently
temporally sampling rate limited to a 10 day repeat cycle (T-P) or a 35 day repeat cycle (ER2/ENVISAT). Biancamaria et al., (2011) also used T-P satellite altimetry measurements of water
level at upstream locations in India to forecast water levels for Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers
after they cross the India-Bangladesh border. The same paper also suggests that “… the forecast
might even be improved using ancillary satellite data, such as precipitation or river width
estimates” (Biancamara et al., 2011, p.5).
The current study uses multiple upstream estimates of the river width (area covered by river
reach) along the main river channels to forecast discharge at downstream locations. Specifically,
we examine the utility of using passive microwave derived river width estimates for near-real
time river flow estimation and forecasting for the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers after they cross
India/Bangladesh Border. One of the advantages of using passive microwave signal is that the
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sensors do not suffer very much from cloud interference; another is that they are very much more
frequent than any available altimetriy (river stage) information. Limitation of discharge
estimation from remotely sensed river width is the relatively small change in river width at some
locations even when there is significant in-channel discharge changes (Brakenridge et al., 2007)
To overcome this problem, measurement locations should be chosen carefully to maximize
sensitivity of width to discharge fluctuation.
The portion of the study has two parts. First, we investigate directly the use of satellitederived flow signal (SDF) data produced by the Global Flood Detection System of the GDACS
(Global Disaster and Alert Coordination System, Joint Research Center-Ispra, European
Commission) for tracking river flow wave propagation along the Ganges and Brahmaputra.
These data are available to the public at: http://old.gdacs.org/flooddetection/; see also Kugler
and

De

Groeve

(2007)

pdf

file

enclosed,

from

http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/GlobalFloodDetectionSystem.pdf. [ ... ] The second part of
the study uses the SDF information for river flow simulation and forecasting in Bangladesh. The
SDF is also combined with persistence to assess the degree of forecast improvement compared to
persistence and Autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) model forecast. The discharge forecast
has also been converted to water level and compared to in-situ river stage measurements. The
simulations and forecasts are compared against ground based discharge measurements. The
details of data used are described in section 2. Section 3 presents the results of the flow signal
analysis, the variable selection method is described in section 4, and then the results of discharge
nowcasting and forecasting in section 5. Section 6 summarizes the water level forecast results.
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4.2.

Study region and data sets

4.2.1 Study region
The study areas are the Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins in south Asia (see Figure 4.1).
These are transboundary Rivers which join in lowland Bangladesh after crossing the IndiaBangladesh border. There is substantial need for accurate and timely river flow forecast in
Bangladesh. For example, according to estimates (CEGIS, 2006; Hopson and Webster, 2010), an
accurate 7 day forecast has the potential of reducing post-flood costs by as much as 20% over a
cost reduction of 3% achieved with just a two-day forecast. Beginning in 2003, Hopson and
Webster (2010) developed and successfully implemented a real-time probabilistic forecast
system for severe flooding for both the Ganges and Brahmaputra in Bangladesh. This system
triggered early evacuation of people and livestock during the 2007 severe flooding along the
Brahmaputra. Although the forecast system shows useful skill out to 10-day lead-times by
utilizing satellite-derived TRMM (Huffman et al., 2005, 2007) and CMORPH (Joyce et al.,
2004) precipitation estimates and ensemble weather forecasts from the European Center for
Medium Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), Hopson and Webster (2010) also indicate that the
accuracy of the forecasts could be significantly improved if flow measurements higher upstream
in the catchments were available. The limited in-situ data sharing between Bangladesh and the
upstream countries makes the remotely sensed water data the most useful.
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It should also be noted that impoundments and diversions of the river flows between remotelysensed measurement locations would lessen the predictability of the approach presented here.

Figure 4.1. The Brahmaputra and Ganges Rivers in South Asia. The satellite flood signal
observations are located on the main streams of the Brahmaputra (top right) and the
Ganges (bottom left) rivers. The observation sites are shown in small dark triangles and
they are labeled by the GFDS site ID (see Table 4.1).

However, as discussed further in Hopson and Webster (2010), The Brahmaputra has yet (as
of the most recent data period in this study) to have a major hydraulic structure built along its
course (Singh et al. 2004) and as such, it can be modeled as a naturalized river. For the water
diversions along the Ganges, these structures were designed primarily for use in the dry season
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and not during the monsoonal flood season. On the basis of an additional study by Jian et al.
(2009) and the Flood Forecasting and Warning Centre (FFWC; 2000), it is assumed the major
diversions do not affect discharge into Bangladesh beyond 15 June. However, Ganges dry season
low flow predictability may be impacted, a topic we will return to this later in section 4.6 of this
study.
4.2.2. Data sets
The Joint Research Center (JRC-Ispra, http://www.gdacs.org/floodmerge/), in collaboration
with the Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~floods/) produces
daily near real-time river flow signals, along with flood maps and animations, at more than
10,000 monitoring locations for major rivers globally (GDACS, 2011). For details of the
methodology used to extract the daily signals from the passive microwave remote sensing (the
American and Japanese AMSR-E and TRMM sensors), the reader is referred to De Groeve
(2010) and Brakenridge et al. (2007). In this study, we use the daily SDF signals along the
Ganges and Brahmaputra river channels provided by the JRC. The river flow signals are
available starting from December 8, 1997 to the present. Data from a total of 22 geolocated sites
ranging between an upstream distances from the outlet of 63 to 1828 km were analyzed for the
Ganges, and 23 geolocated sites with a range of 53 to 2443 km were used for the Brahmaputra.
Further details of these data are presented in Table 4.1.
Water level observations for the Ganges River at Hardinge Bridge and the Brahmaputra
River at Bahadurabad (Figure 4.1) were obtained from the Flood Forecasting and Warning
Center (FFWC) of the Bangladesh Water Development Board. We also used daily rating curvederived gauged discharge from December 8, 1997 to December 31, 2010 for model training and
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validation purposes. See Hopson and Webster (2010) for further details on the rating curve
derivations.

Ganges

Brahmaputra

Gauging location at Hardinge Bridge:
24.07N, 89.03E
GFDS Latitude Longitude
FPL
Site ID
(N)
(E)
(KM)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

11478
11488
11518
11522
11523
11524
11536
11537
11532
11528
11527
11539
11548
11559
11575
11588
11595
11606
11616
11623
11651
11691

24.209
24.469
25.341
25.402
25.415
25.409
25.660
25.722
25.672
25.585
25.513
25.620
25.938
26.149
26.423
26.852
27.179
27.494
27.738
28.003
28.812
29.259

88.699
88.290
87.030
86.670
86.379
85.950
85.069
84.587
84.150
83.700
83.430
81.519
81.207
80.815
80.439
80.123
79.786
79.470
79.110
78.674
78.131
78.035

63
121
340
370
420
550
650
676
690
725
800
1180
1220
1300
1320
1381
1431
1520
1590
1640
1761
1828

Gauging location at Bahadurabad:
25.09N, 89.67E
GFDS Latitude Longitude FPL
Site ID
(N)
(E)
(KM)
11533
11545
11558
11555
11554
11560
11570
11576
11579
11580
11583
11593
11603
11610
11619
11677
11681
11687
11685
11684
11675
11678
11679

25.451
25.875
26.014
26.221
26.148
26.205
26.383
26.574
26.671
26.776
26.853
27.089
27.394
27.603
27.836
29.296
29.300
29.369
29.295
29.334
29.303
29.232
29.267

89.707
89.910
90.282
90.738
91.214
91.683
92.119
92.586
93.074
93.555
94.062
94.456
94.748
95.040
95.293
91.305
90.854
89.441
88.966
88.443
88.049
85.230
84.709

53
117
145
204
285
330
385
475
496
590
630
660
712
750
837
1698
1737
1907
1929
1996
2045
2380
2443

Table 4.1. Details of the satellite-derived flow signals (“MagnitudeAvg” in the GDACS
database) used for the study. The site ID, latitude, longitude and flow path length (FPL)
are provided. The period of record for all the data, including the satellite flood signals
and the gauge discharge observations at Hardinge Bridge and Bahadurabad is December
8, 1997 to December 31, 2010.
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4.3.

Satellite-derived flow signals

4.3.1. Correlation with gauge observations
Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show correlations between three SDF estimates and gauge discharge
observations at Hardinge Bridge (Ganges) and Bahadurabad (Brahmaputra) versus lag time,
respectively, and with the correlation maxima shown by solid circles on the figures. The withinchannel distances between the locations where the upstream SDF were measured and the outlet
of the watershed have also been indicated in the figures. The variation of correlations with lag
time has different characteristics depending on the flow path length (FPL, the hydrologic
distance between the SDF detection site and the outlet). Specifically, for shorter FPL the
correlation decreases monotonically with increasing lag time; however, for longer FPL the
correlation initially increases to reach a maximum value, and then decreases with increasing lag
time. This lag of the correlation pattern (in this case, shifting of the maximum with FPL) is in
agreement with the fact that river flow waves take a longer time for the furthest FPL to propagate
from upstream location to the downstream outlet. The time at which maximum correlation occurs
is an approximate estimate of the flow time.
4.3.2. Variation of flow time with flow path length
We estimate the travel time from the correlation pattern of the SDFs by assuming that the lag
time at which the maximum correlation occurred is a proxy measure of the river flow wave
celerity propagation time. The estimated flow time for each SDF is shown on Figures 4.3a and
4.3b for the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers respectively. In these figures, the flow time
estimated from the river flow signals was plotted against its flow path length, where the flow
path length is the hydrologic distance between the river flow signal detection sites to the
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observed gauging location of the watershed (e.g. Hardinge Bridge for the Ganges, and
Bahadurabad for the Brahmaputra). We estimated the flow path length from a digital elevation
map (DEM) of 90 meters resolution obtained from the HydroSHEDS (Hydrological data and
maps based on SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales) data.
If the river flow wave propagation speed were to be assumed constant, then the elapsed flow
time should increase linearly with flow path length. However this is not strictly the case for both
rivers in this study (see Figures 4.3a and 4.3b). Instead, we observe variations of flow time with
upstream distance. This should in fact be expected. Consider in the case of the Brahmaputra that
the wave speed on the Tibetan plateau is probably higher than on the low-gradient plains of
Bangladesh, and speeds are likely quite high as the river descends through steep gorges into
Indian’s Assam State. As an example, the flow time appears less than or equal to 1 day for flow
distances shorter than 750 km and 1000 km for the Ganges and Brahmaputra respectively;
however the flow time appears to increase to more than 10 days for the Ganges at FPLs of 750
km and 7 days for the Brahmaputra at FPLs of 100 km. Other possible factors contributing to the
inconsistent increase of the flow time with flow length are: the noise introduced by the local
ground conditions (perhaps the most significant factor), unaccounted inflows generated between
the satellite and ground based observation locations, intrinsic changes in the celerity of different
magnitude flow waves, propagation time variations during times of lower base flow versus
higher base flows, among others.
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Figure 4.2a. Correlation versus lag time between daily in-situ streamflow and upstream satellite
flood signals, SDFs (only 3 shown here) and gauge discharge at Hardinge Bridge along
the Ganges River in Bangladesh. As expected, the lag time at which peak correlation
occurs (shown as a dark dot) is greater for longer flow path lengths (FPL) from the gauge
at Hardinge.

Figure 4.2b. Correlation versus lag time between daily in-situ streamflow and upstream satellite
flood signals, SDFs (only 3 shown here) and gauge discharge at Bahadurabad along the
Brahmaputra River.
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It should also be noted there are considerable differences in propagation speed estimates
between the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers. For example, it appears to take 11 days for river
flow waves to travel 1828 km distance (the furthest upstream point, 11691) along the Ganges,
whereas, for the Brahmaputra, only 2 days appear to be required for a comparable path length of
1907 km (site 11687).
Even under the expectation of differing wave celerity for different reaches of the same river,
it is still informative to derive an approximate average propagation time over the majority of the
length of the river course using the SDM data to see if these data produce an estimate in a
physically-reasonable range. First, we note the correlation of flow time to flow path length
estimates shown in Figures 4.3a (Ganges) and 4.3b (Brahmaputra) are 0.78 and 0.66,
respectively, and the correlations are statistically significant (p<0.01). To estimate the celerity
from these data, we constrain a regression fit through the origin (zero distance and zero flow
time), and the inverse of the slope provides the celerity, giving 2.3 ≤ 2.9 ≤ 3.8 m/s for the
Ganges, and 7.5 ≤ 9.6 ≤ 13.5 m/s for the Brahmaputra. However, because the strength of the
original correlation differs for each of the data points shown in Figure 3, as a check a weighted
least-squares fit to the data was also performed, where the weights are given by the strength of
the data point’s correlation. These latter results give only slightly different estimates of the mean
celerity (with estimates and regression lines shown in Figure 4.3). Also note that the
Brahmaputra celerity is estimated to be more than three times that of the Ganges, as anticipated
given the Brahmaputra’s steeper average channel slope. The elevation of Ganges drops only
225m form the furthest upstream site (“11475”) to the Hardinge Bridge over a flow distance of
1828 KM, while that of Brahmaputra drops more than 3870m for a comparable flow distance
from site “11687” to Bahadurabad.
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Figure 4.3a. Plot of flow time (as estimated from the satellite flood signal data) versus distance
from the satellite flow detection point to the outlet (Hardinge bridge station) of the
Ganges River. The flow time is the lag time at which the peak correlation occurred, as
shown in Figure 2a. The flow speed estimated from the slope of the fitted line is 2.85 m/s.

Figure 4.3b. Same as Figure 4.3a., but for Brahmaputra river. The flow speed estimated from the
slope of the fitted line is 9.85 m/s.
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As a separate check, we would like to derive independent estimates for the wave propagation
times estimated in Figure 4.3. Both of these rivers have low gradients around the downstream
gauging locations of interest, so it is anticipated that pressure gradient effects would need to be
accounted for in estimating wave speeds around these locations. However, as discussed further in
Hopson and Webster (2010), attempts to account for dynamic (and hysteresis) effects in the
characterization of the depth and discharge relationship at the downstream gauging locations
were not significant. So further noting that because both the discretization time of the satellite
estimates is one day, and that also both channels’ flow slowly varies in time, we expect that most
of the low frequency channel width variations we have detected can at least be approximated by
kinematic wave theory. To estimate a range of possible wave propagation speeds, we use the
derived rating curves for the downstream gauging locations, estimates for the range of channel
widths, and the Kleitz-Seddon Law (Beven, 1979) for kinematic wave celerity c,

c=

1 dQ
W dy

(4.1)

where W is the channel top-width, Q the discharge, and y the river stage. For the Brahmaputra at
Bahadurabad we estimate 4m/s < c < 8m/s; for the Ganges at Hardinge Bridge we estimate 2m/s
< c < 6m/s. As with the satellite-derived signals, these estimates also show the wave propagation
speeds of the Brahmaputra being greater than those of the Ganges, with its flatter channel slope.
It should also be noted that the celerity estimated from the satellite-derived flow signals
represents a total reach-length (i.e. FPL) average, while these kinematic wave speeds strictly
apply only over the neighboring region of the gauging locations.
4.3.3. Limitations of the flow propagation model
Note that the accuracy of the simple model of wave celerity we have presented in the last
section and shown in the regression lines of Figures 4.3a and 4.3b, is based on the degree of
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which the source of the discharge is based in the upper catchments of the rivers, which then
propagates downstream, with lagged positive correlations between upstream discharge estimates
and the downstream gauging locations. In principal, however, sources of precipitation and thus
river flow occur throughout the river catchment. As one such example, a significant portion of
the Brahmaputra river basin’s dry season flows stem from Himalayan snow melt up in the higher
reaches of the catchment’s Tibetan plateau, which would lead to a strengthening of the upstreamdownstream discharge correlation. However, during the monsoon season, some of the largest
sources of precipitation occur in the lower reaches of the catchment in the hills of India’s
Meghalaya state, bordering Bangladesh, containing the village of Mawsynram, one of the wettest
locations on earth.
To investigate the influence of the location, spatial, and temporal scale of precipitation on the
simple model for estimated flow propagation time shown in Figure 4.3, we conducted a simple
synthetic experiment where both the distribution, spatial size, and temporal length of rainfall
over a saturated hypothetical watershed is varied, and then the excess rainfall is routed to the
outlet using a linear reservoir unit hydrograph (Chow, et al., 1988). In the synthetic experiment,
the areal coverage (as a fraction of catchment area) of the precipitation, the location of the
rainfall within the hypothetical watershed, and the length the precipitation persisted were varied
to isolate the impacts of spatial and temporal scale and distribution on propagation time
estimates. The results (not shown here) from this synthetic experiment do indeed indicate that
variable precipitation distribution over the watershed affects the correlation between streamflow
at multiple upstream locations and at the outlet, as one would expect. Interestingly, over our set
of experiments there was no impact on the optimal lag in the correlation between two locations;
however, in the presence of experimental noise, certain scenarios could lead to a more likely
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misdiagnosing of this lag. However, to systematically describe the influence of the precipitation
scale on river flow wave propagation time, a separate and a more realistic experiment (beyond
the scope of the current study) with observed precipitation data over the river basin would be
necessary.

4.4.

Selection of satellite flow signals for discharge estimation

As presented in the previous sections, the SDF are well correlated to the daily ground
discharge measurements and they also capture the propagation of river flow waves going
downstream for the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers. We used the SDF available upstream of the
Hardinge Bridge (Ganges) and Bahadurabad (Brahmaputra) to produce daily discharge nowcast
and forecasts for 1-15 day lead times at the gauging stations.
To accomplish this, a cross-validation regression model is applied, in which the anomaly of
SDF signals are used as a regression variable and the ground discharge observation anomaly at
the outlet is used for training and validation purposes. The nowcasting/forecasting steps for each
lead time increment are as follows:
i.

Calculate the correlation map. The correlation map is helpful for understanding the
linear relationship between the SDF signals and the ground discharge observation.
The variability of the correlation with lag time (as described in section 4.3) can also
be used to trace the river flow wave propagation. Another useful aspect of the
correlation map is that it can be used as an indicator of the most relevant variables to
be used in the discharge estimation model. All data sets have different correlations
depending on the location, flow path length and lag time, indicating that the local
ground condition, besides the place and time of observation, should be taken in to
consideration before using the SDF for any application. All data sets do not have
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strong linear relationship with the ground observation and hence this step is useful for
identifying the variables more related to the river flow measurement for the discharge
estimation model to be used in the next steps. It should be noted that the correlation
map calculated from anomalies is different from the map shown in Figures 4.4a and
4.4b, which were calculated directly from observations before removing climatology
ii.

Sort the correlation in decreasing order. Variables which are more correlated with
ground discharge measurements will be used in the forecast model, thus to simplify
the selection process, we sorted the correlations calculated (see Figure 4.4) in step i
before performing the selection task.

iii.

Pick the variables to be used in the discharge estimation model and generate the river
discharge. We use a cross-validation approach to select variables, among the SDF
signals at multiple sites, to be used in the model. Identifying the most relevant
regression variables is required in order to prevent over fitting and thus to reduce the
error in the estimated discharge. We select the best correlated river flow signals to the
ground discharge observation as “the most relevant variables” to be used in the
model. To determine the optimal number, we applied a ten-percent leave-out crossvalidation model, where 10% of the data is left out (to be used for validation) at a
time and a linear regression is fit to the remaining 90%. This is done repeatedly until
each data point is left out, but no data point is used more than once for the validation
purpose. This is followed by calculating the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
validation sets. Finally, the number of variables that produced the smallest RMSE
calculated over the whole out-of-sample data sets is considered as the optimal number
to be used in the regression model. The variables selected for each lead time forecast
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have been shown in the Appendix (Figures F1 and F2). The minimum RMSE
criterion is simple to implement but it should be noted that this criteria might suffer
from isolated extreme events (see Gupta et al., 2009).
iv.

Repeat the steps ii-iii for all lead times. We generated the river discharge nowcast and
forecast for each lead time (1 to 15 days) by repeating the regression variable
identification and discharge generation steps.

Figure 4.4a. Lagged correlation map of daily satellite-derived flow signals calculated
against the discharge observation at Hardinge Bridge for Ganges River. The
horizontal axis shows the satellite flood signal sites (see Figure 4.1) arranged
in the order of increasing flow path length and the vertical axis shows lag time
(days).
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Figure 4.4b. Same as Figure 4a, but for Brahmaputra.
4.5.

Results of discharge nowcasts and forecasts

4.5.1. Discharge nowcasts and forecasts using satellite river flow signals only
We use the cross-validation approach presented above to generate discharge nowcast (lead
time of 0 days) and 1 to 15 days lead time forecast from the SDF signals detected at multiple
points (see Table 4.1) upstream of the Hardinge Bridge (Ganges) and Bahadurabad
(Brahmaputra). Past and current satellite river flow signals at several locations upstream of the
forecast points were used as input to the forecasting model, and the rating curve-derived gauge
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discharge observations (December 8, 1997 to December 31, 2010) at the outlets were used for
model training purpose. Figure 5 show time series plots of the discharge nowcast and 5- and 10day forecasts overlaid on the gauge observations for Ganges River at the Hardinge Bridge
(Figures 5a and 5b) and Brahmaputra river at Bahadurabad (Figures 5c and 5d) during a pair of
selected monsoon flood years.

Figure 4.5. Daily time series of observed river discharge, nowcast and forecast (for selected
lead time) based on the river flow signal observed from satellite. The upper panels show
2003 (a) and 2007 (b) results for Ganges River at Hardinge bridge station in Bangladesh.
The lower panels are 2004 (c) and 2007 (d) plots for Brahmaputra at Bahadurabad. Five
and ten day lead time forecast are selectively shown in these plots. The details of the
satellite-derived flow signals used for the nowcasting has been presented in table 4.1
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The discharge nowcast estimated from SDF captured fairly well the Ganges monsoonal flow
of 2003 but with some underestimation of the peak flow of September 20, 2003 (see Figure
4.5a). The rising and falling limbs of the discharge during the summer period also generally
matched (with little fluctuations). Similarly, there is good agreement with the rising and falling
sides of the flow for 2007 (see Figure 4.5b), but the highest peak is again underestimated by the
SDF forecast. The SDF nowcasts for 2004 and 2007 Brahmaputra flooding events (Figure 4.5c
and 4.5d respectively) showed similar cases of flood peak underestimation, especially for 2007.
Generally there is good agreement for the rising and falling limbs for both summers.
The time series for 5- and 10-day lead SDF forecasts have also been shown in Figure 4.5 for
both the Ganges (2003 and 2007) and Brahmaputra (2004 and 2007). As with the nowcasts, the
5-day forecasts show some skill in capturing the peak flows, with the 10-day lead forecast
showing no skill at forecasting the peak flood of the September 20, 2003 of the Ganges (Figure
4.5a). However, all the forecasts are not considerably far from the observations during the entire
monsoon season. Similarly, for 2007 (Figure 4.5b) all the forecasts miss the first peak but the
falling and rising limbs of the monsoon season were fairly well-captured. The results for the
Brahmaputra (Figure 4.5c and d) are not appreciably different from the Ganges results. In
particular, the peak floods of the Brahmaputra 2007 monsoon season (specifically July, 7 and
September, 13), as shown in Figure 5d, were marginally captured by the 5-day forecasts, with the
10-day lead forecasts showing essentially no skill. We examine next the forecast of the entire
time series instead of just select years.
Figure 4.6 presents the NS efficiency coefficient (see Equation 4.2) versus lead time
calculated for whole time period ranging from December 8, 1997 to December 31, 2010, which
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can be viewed as an error variance normalized by the climatological variance of the signal. The
Nash-Sutcliffe (NS) efficiency coefficient is calculated as:
N

∑ (Q
NS = 1 −

i =1
N

oi

∑ (Q

− Qmi ) 2
−

oi

− Qo )

(4.2)
2

i =1
−

where Qoi is observed discharge at time i, Qmi is the modeled discharge at time i, and Q o is the
mean. Note that a NS value of one means the forecast and the observations are identical, while a
NS value of zero means the forecast is no better than forecasting the fixed climatological average
−

( Q o ). It considers the entire flow cycle but does not provide specific information on how well
flood peaks or low flows are predicted, for which other metrics are more appropriate. The NS
efficiency score of the 1-day lead time discharge forecast was 0.80 and declined to 0.52 for 15
day forecast in the case of the Ganges; similarly the NS for the Brahmaputra decreased from 0.80
for the 1-day forecast to 0.56 for the 15-day forecast. These NS scores show that the SDF
nowcasts and forecasts capture a majority of the variability in the river discharge time-series.
To account for optimal model changes due to seasonal variability of the river flow, we
performed the cross-validation based regression separately for the dry (November-May) and wet
(June-October) seasons, but there was no appreciable NS efficiency forecast skill score
improvements due to the seasonal classification. Overall, the results indicate that the remotely
sensed flow signals contain useful information regarding surface water flow estimation and
forecasting and could be used in these large rivers to improve river flow forecasting skill,
especially if used in conjunction with other flow forecasting data.
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Figure 4.6. The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient versus forecast lead time for Ganges and Brahmaputra
Rivers. Only satellite-derived flow signals were used for the forecast. The Nash-Sutcliffe
coefficients were calculated for the whole time period of record (December 8, 1997 to
December 31, 2010).

4.5.2. Discharge forecasts using combined SDF signals and persistence
Now, in addition to the SDF signals, we incorporate the forecast point river gauged discharge
data at the forecast initialization time into the cross-validation forecast model to examine how
much the SDF improves forecast skill with respect to a persistence “forecast”. In this context, a
“persistence forecast” is the gauged-based observed discharge time-lagged by the forecast lead
time. This method relies on the availability of near-real-time discharge observations at the
forecast point, with the expectation that the combined use of the observed discharge with the
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SDF should improve the forecast skill. Figure 4.7 present the daily time series of discharge
forecasts for selected flood years for Ganges and Brahmaputra (similar to Figure 4.5 above). The
plots show that combined use of persistence and satellite information clearly improved the
discharge forecast compared to satellite-only forecast presented above (section 4.5.1). The
RMSE for each forecast lead time is presented next.

Figure 4.7. Daily time series based on satellite derived signals and persistence (SDF+PERS)
based river discharge forecast at selected lead times shown against observation during the
2003 (4.7a) and 2007 (4.7b) flooding of Ganges River at Hardinge bridge station in
Bangladesh. The 2004 (4.7c) and 2007 (4.7d) forecasts for Brahmaputra at Bahadurabad
are also shown.
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Also on a separate step, for comparison purpose, we fit the Autoregressive Moving-Average
(ARMA) model to the in-situ discharge recorded at the forecast points of the Ganges and
Brahmaputra rivers. Based on the minimum Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), ARMA(7,1) has
been identified as the optimal model for both rivers. The ARMA(7,1) refers to seven
autoregressive and one moving average terms in the ARMA model.
Figure 4.8a shows the RMSEs of persistence-only (PERS), ARMA, and combined SDF and
persistence (SDF+PERS) forecasts for both rivers. The SDF+PERS forecast error increases with
lead time ranging from 1530 m3/s (7%) for 1 day lead forecast to 8190 m3/s (37%) for 15 day
lead time in the case of the Brahmaputra, and from 804 m3/s (6.4%) to 5315 m3/s (41.4%) for the
Ganges. The SDF+PERS forecast has lower RMSE compared to PERS forecast for all lead times
for both Ganges and Brahmaputra, and also the ARMA forecast is expectedly better than PERS.
For the Brahmaputra, the SDF+PERS have considerably smaller error forecast compared to
ARMA for lead times beyond 3 days indicating that the passive microwave provides useful
information for discharge monitoring for the river. For the Ganges, however, the ARMA
forecast is better than SDF+PERS for shorter lead times up to 10 days and slightly inferior
beyond. The SDF-only nowcast (presented in section 4.5.1 above) has also been indicated on
Figure 4.8a. on the vertical axis (zero lead time).
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a).

b).
Figure 4.8. a) The RMSE of persistence (PERS), Autoregressive moving-average (ARMA), and
combined SDF and persistence (SDF+PERS) discharge forecasts for Ganges and
Brahmaputra rivers. The SDF+PERS forecast is better than the PERS for both rivers and
the ARMA expectedly beats the PERS. The SDF+PERS forecast has lower RMSE than
ARMA for Brahmaputra, but this is not the case for Ganges. The SDF-only nowcasts
(dark points on the vertical axis) indicates that the satellite discharge estimate (see Figure
5) is at least as good as 7 day lead time forecast that is aided by in situ discharge. b) The
root mean square error (RMSE) skill score of SDF+PERS forecast versus forecast lead
time for the Ganges and the Brahmaputra Rivers discharge forecasts. The skill scores
were calculated for the whole time period of record (December 8, 1997 to December 31,
2010).
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The contribution of the SDF signal in the improvement of the forecast skill can be shown by
comparing against persistence. We further examine these comparisons through RMSE skill
scores (RSS), where the RSS is calculated as

RSS =

RMSE f − RMSE pers
RMSE perf − RMSE pers

,

(4.3)

where RMSEf is the RMSE for the forecasts, RMSEpers for persistence, and RMSEperf for a
“perfect” forecast (with a value of 0 in this case). The RMSE values for the forecast and
persistence are as indicated in Figure 4.8a. Figure 8b shows the RMSE skill score of the 1 to 15
day lead SDF+PERS forecast with reference to persistence for both Ganges and Brahmaputra
rivers. The RMSE skill score varies from value of 1 (forecast with perfect skill) to large negative
number (forecast with no skill), and a value of 0 denotes that the forecast has no better skill than
the reference forecast. The microwave derived river flow signals improved the forecast RMSE
skill score of SDF+PERS from 5% to 15% for Ganges and from 7.5% to 17% for Brahmaputra
across the 15 day lead time. For operational purposes, the forecast skill could be further
improved through a combination of ARMA and satellite approaches; however the ARMA model
requires seven (equal to number of autoregressive terms) continuous past observations for the
optimal model estimated above. While this would not be a problem for sites with consistent
reporting of discharge observations, it poses more challenges for operational forecasting for river
reaches with intermittent reporting. Given the skill that we achieve through the use of limited
observations and satellite remotely sensed information (aka SDF+PERS), this shows the power
of utilizing remotely sensed information to provide additional reliable skill to river flow forecasts
for reaches with reporting-limited data.
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4.6.

Water level from discharge forecast

To show the impact of SDF to enhance river stage forecasts, we converted the river discharge
forecasts to water level (river stage) by inverting the flows using the rating curves, and compared
them with the ground based water level measurements made by the FFWC. Figure 4.9 presents
the RMSE of the water level forecast produced from satellite signals and persistence
(SDF+PERS) for monsoon season (June-October). As described, above (also see Figure 8a) the
discharge forecast from SDF+PERS is relatively better than those from PERS and ARMA alone,
and hence from now onwards we focus on presenting the results of the SDF+PERS. The RMSE
varies with forecast lead time and more importantly differs from river to river. The RMSEs
computed for all days, including the low and high flow seasons, increase with forecast lead time
for both rivers. And it is found that the error has consistently larger values for the Ganges
compared to the Brahmaputra.

Figure 4.9. Root mean square error (RMSE) of monsoon water level forecast for the Ganges and
the Brahmaputra Rivers shown for different forecast lead times. The error increases with
lead time for both rivers, and it is larger for the Ganges compared to the Brahmaputra.
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One factor that could be contributing to the larger forecast error for the Ganges compared to
the Brahmaputra is that the river flow extent estimated by the PMW sensors is translated to
discharge (and water level) more accurately for shallower-sloped river banks (such as the
Brahmaputra) than for steeper river banks, which is the relative case when comparing the banks
of the Brahmaputra with the Ganges near their respective gauging locations. For rivers with
shallower-sloped banks, small variations in the river discharge produce proportionally larger
changes in river width and, hence, the variation can more easily be detected by the PMW
sensors. The comparison of the forecast error for different flow regimes is discussed next.
The magnitude of the flow also has impact on the accuracy of the river flow extent detected
by the PMW. Figures 4.10a and 4.10b denote how the RMSE of the water level forecast for
monsoon season depends on the flow magnitude for the Ganges and the Brahmaputra
respectively. Note that these forecasts are made based on the combination of the SDF signals
detected by PMW and persistence as discussed in the earlier sections. The SDF signals are
estimated from the difference in microwave emission of water and land surfaces and are sensitive
to the changes in the area of land covered with water. Therefore, it is to be expected that high
flows have a tendency to extend over the river banks covering, a large area and, as a result, a
stronger river flow signal is detected. Figure 4.10a confirms this scenario for the Ganges. The
forecast error is higher for low flows (lower percentiles) and it has a decreasing trend with
increasing flow magnitude. This is the case for all forecast lead times. Results for Brahmaputra
(Figure 4.10b) generally indicate similar trends: the forecast errors are smaller for high flow
volumes, particularly for 50 to 90 flow percentiles of the monsoon season. The RMSE picks up
for the highest flow volumes (largest percentile) due to, as seen from the time series, the fact that
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the peaks are mostly not captured by the forecast. The heteroscedastic behavior (particularly
having bigger variance for large flows) of the gauging and rating curve errors also could
contribute to the large error for the highest flow percentiles.

Figure 4.10a. RMSE of water lever forecast for Ganges River shown for different flow regimes
during monsoon season (June-October). The water level is obtained from discharge
forecast using the rating curve equations. The water level forecast errors decrease with
increasing flow magnitude indicating that the PMW sensors detect floods more
accurately when the river overflows the bank, inundating wider area, as opposed to low
flow where the flow remains in the river bank.
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Figure 4.10b. Same as Figure 10a except for Brahmaputra River.
However, besides geomorphological considerations, another factor why the low flow Ganges
errors are more appreciable than those of the Brahmaputra concerns the issue of water
diversions, as discussed in section 4.2. We assume that this disparity is attributed to the fact that
the Ganges is affected by human influences through construction of irrigation dams and barrages
for water diversions in India (Jian et al., 2009), while the Brahmaputra is less affected by manmade impacts, as there are no major hydraulic structures along its main stem as of 2010
Overall, the PMW based water level forecast provides comparable forecast errors with
satellite altimetry based forecasts (such as for example Biancamara et al, 2011) but with the
advantage of higher sampling repeat periods (1 day versus 10 days). The PMW data can be
combined with altimetry based water level estimates to further improve the accuracy of river
stage forecast.
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4.7.

Conclusion

This study shows that flow information derived from passive microwave remote sensing is
useful for near-real time river discharge forecasting for the Ganges and Brahmaputra Rivers in
Bangladesh. It presents a different approach to the satellite altimetry based water level forecast
performed by Biancamaria et al., (2011). The current method uses multiple (more than 20 for
each river) upstream river reach estimates from a selected frequency band of a passive
microwave signal such that noise introduced by cloud cover is minimal. The remote sensing
observational data (SDFs) are well correlated, albeit with different patterns between the two
basins, to the ground flow measurements and are capable of tracking river flow wave
propagation downstream along the rivers. The correlation pattern depends on the location, flow
path length and lead time indicating that the local ground conditions such as river geometry,
topography, precipitation spatial scale, and hydrologic response of the watershed should be taken
into consideration before using the satellite signal for river flow application. The relative
importance and influence of each of these factors needs further exploration.
The SDF signals are used in this study in cross-validation regression models for river flow
nowcasting and forecasting at 1-15 day lead times. The skill of the forecasts improves at all lead
times compared to persistence for both Ganges and Brahmaputra Rivers. The forecast error is
smaller for the Brahmaputra compared to the Ganges, and also the accuracy improves for high
flow magnitudes for both Rivers. This makes a substantial proof of utility of passive microwave
remote sensing for flood forecast applications in data-scarce regions. However we should point
out that one needs to identify the appropriate locations where the river width estimates are
correlated with the gauge measurements before using them for such applications. When the river
flow is confined and the discharge variations mainly results in water lever change, the
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information obtained from river width estimates may not be useful to detect the magnitude of
river flows, in which case altimetriy water level data is the better option. However, the PMW of
the frequency band minimizes cloud cover effects, allowing daily observations, which is not
currently possible for altimetriy data. It is clear that passive microwave remote sensing of river
discharge can play a useful role in measurements of upstream flow variation, and as a river flow
measurement, it would be useful to couple with hydrologic models in a data assimilation and
model calibration framework for river flow forecasting purposes.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Research
5.1. Summary
The purpose of the dissertation study was to reduce the hydrologic uncertainty by
optimally combining in-situ observations, satellite-based data, and models. The study was
conducted in two study regions: small watershed (Greens Bayou basin, 178 km2) in Texas and
large basins (Ganges and Brahmaputra basins, combined area of 1.5x106 km2) in East Asia.
There were three separate studies presented. The first two studies (I and II) were conducted in
Greens Bayou basin in Texas, and investigated the contributions of data assimilation on river
discharge enhancement. Four different data assimilation methods were implemented into the
SAC-SMA model and the results were evaluated using in-situ river discharge in Study I.
Furthermore, in Study II, surface and root zone satellite soil moisture retrievals from passive
(AMSR-E) and active (ASCAT) microwave sensors were assimilated into the SAC-SMA model.
The third study (Study III), investigated the utility of upstream satellite-based river flow signal
for flood wave propagation and river discharge forecasting for Ganges and Brahmaputra basins
in Bangladesh. A cross-validation regression model was developed to improve the forecast skills
and extend the forecast lead time.
In Study I covered in chapter 2, four data assimilation algorithms (EnKF, PF, VAR
and MLEF) were briefly presented, implemented and compared. The soil moisture state and
TCI of the SAC-SMA model were updated using the DA methods, while the model
parameters were assumed time-invariant. A new simple approach for creating a model
adaptable proposal distribution in the particle filter was proposed and implemented into the
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SAC-SMA framework. The contribution of each of the DA methods to improving river
discharge was presented. The results from the DA experiments were evaluated through
comparison with observed discharge and the outputs from the SAC-SMA model without the
DA (BASE).
The next part, study II presented in chapter 3, was assimilation of satellite soil
moisture retrievals into the SAC-SMA model. Five different data sets from AMSR-E and
ASCAT sensors (Surface soil moisture from AMSR-E ascending and descending orbits, root
zone soil moisture from AMSR-E, surface soil moisture from ASCAT and root zone soil
moisture from ASCAT) were first transformed to the model space (moisture accumulation,
mm) using the CDF mapping, and then each mapped data was assimilated. The assimilation
was carried out in two separate steps: for soil-moisture-only state updating and dual-soilmoisture-and-TCI updating. The study was a real data experiment analogous to with twin
synthetic data experiment of Crow and Ryu (2009).
In Study III, river inundation signal from multiple upstream locations (more than 20
stations), mostly in India, from distances ranging from below 100 to over 2000 km upstream
of the outlet were utilized for two purposes. The satellite flow signals derived from passive
microwave remote sensing were used to track flood wave propagation along Ganges and
Brahmaputra river channels. Besides, they were used for discharge forecasting in Bangladesh.
The forecast skill gained by using the satellite flow signals were compared with persistence,
and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models. Detail analysis and discussions were
presented in Chapter 4.
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5.2. Future Research
Some recommendations for future research:
•

The DA studies focused on river discharge filtering (prediction), but smoothing
methods (similar to the filtering approaches but for past times) can be used for
producing reanalysis datasets such as historical soil moisture, or precipitation
especially in areas where high quality data is not available.

•

Though, the SAC-SMA model was used in the DA studies, the data assimilation
methods implemented here are transferrable to any model (hydrological or
meteorological). But to achieve a desired outcome, it is important that the DA
methods are made adaptable to the model and data at hand.

•

The satellite soil moisture retrievals were assimilated separately, and it was found that
there was slender but consistent river discharge enhancement. High quality ground
rainfall was used in this study, but the synthetic experiment by Crow and Ryu (2009)
indicated that more meaningful discharge improvement could be achieved for cases
when more uncertain precipitation input is used as model forcing. This is actually
encouraging because it indicates that soil moisture could be more useful in areas with
lack of high quality rainfall, and it could be valuable to enhance river discharge
produced by models driven by satellite precipitation. In fact, similar result was
reported by Maggioni et al., (2013) that assimilation of satellite soil moisture
improved the land surface model forced by satellite rainfall estimates. As a next step,
it would be interesting to investigate how much satellite soil moisture can reduce the
hydrologic model prediction uncertainty of satellite precipitation estimates. Future
work could also include the combined assimilation of active and passive soil moisture
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retrievals, because the active and passive microwave sensors have different
overpasses, and hence when combined they may provide more frequent data.
•

A combined satellite soil moisture retrievals and in-situ discharge assimilation may
produce a better discharge improvement, and it is interesting to test. Particularly,
updating the soil moisture state of the model using satellite soil moisture and
correcting the TCI of the SAC-SMA model using in-situ discharge would be good
experiment to conduct.

•

The wave propagation speed estimated from the satellite flow signals, while it is
useful information, was far from perfect. There was inconsistent relationship between
flow path length (along river channel) and estimated flow time using the satellite flow
signals. As states in the chapter 4 (section 4.3), this could be due to several factors
including the unaccounted inflows generated from parts of watershed between the
upstream satellite measurement point and the downstream outlet. These inflows are
generated due to rainfall occurrence in the middle parts of watershed by satellite. The
influence of the precipitation scale (spatial) on river flow wave propagation time,
possibly using ground-based rainfall measurements needs to be investigated in the
future.

•

The cross-validation regression model employed in the river discharge forecasting
relies on the correlations between the upstream satellite flow signal and in-situ
discharge at the outlet. For future study, it could be tested if using principal
component analysis (PCA), instead of correlation, produce better forecast skill. Also
cross-validation model used minimum RMSE criteria to identify and retain the
variables which produce the forecast with more likely skill. More criterions (which
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are less influenced by outliers that strongly affect the RMSE) could be incorporated
to the cross-validation model.
•

Satellite altimetry derived river height and slope is another remotely-sensed river data
that can be used for discharge forecasting. The Surface Water and Ocean Topography
(SWOT) mission (http://swot.jpl.nasa.gov/) coming up, will provide river features
with high spatial and temporal resolutions. This data can be complementarily
combined with the passive microwave-based river width, to improve the forecast
skill. Future research would be to assimilate these upstream datasets (both river
height and river width) into hydrologic model and assess their utilities for river
discharge prediction.
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Appendix A: SAC-SMA Parameters
The SAC-SMA parameters are described below. The model parameters were estimated using
Ajoint-Based Optimizer (AB_OPT) parameter estimation and optimization algorithm by Seo et
al., (2009). It was directly adapted in this study.
Parameter

Description

Value

UZTWM

Upper zone tension water capacity (mm)

10

UZFWM

Upper zone free water capacity (mm)

25

UZK

Fractional daily upper zone free water withdrawal rate

0.75

PCTIM

Minimum impervious area (decimal fraction)

0.006

ADIMP

Additional impervious area (decimal fraction)

0.03

RIVA

Riparian vegetation area (decimal fraction)

ZPERC

Maximum percolation rate coefficient

55.5

REXP

Percolation equation exponent

1.38

LZTWM

Lower zone tension water capacity (mm)

194.4

LZFSM

Lower zone supplemental free water capacity (mm)

35.7

LZFPM

Lower zone primary free water capacity (mm)

357

LZSK

Fractional daily supplemental withdrawal rate

0.01

LZPK

Fractional daily primary withdrawal rate

0.008

PFREE

Fraction of percolated water going directly to lower

0.202

0

zone free water storage
SIDE

Ratio of deep recharge to channel baseflow

RSERV

Fraction of lower zone free water not transferable to
lower zone tension water

Table A1. The sixteen SAC-SMA parameters and their calibrated values for
the Greens Bayou basin.
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0
0.06

Appendix B: SAC-SMA Empirical Unit Hydrograph for the study basin

The empirical unit hydrograph was estimated using Ajoint-Based Optimizer (AB_OPT)
parameter estimation and optimization algorithm by Seo et al., (2009). It was directly adapted
in this study.

Figure B1. SAC-SMA’s empirical unit hydrograph for Greens Bayou basin.
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Appendix C: Sites selected using cross-validation model for Ganges and
Brahmaputra rivers
For each forecast lead time, the sites selected by the cross-validation approach, described
earlier under section 4 (iii), are presented in Figure C1 and C2 for Ganges and Brahmaputra
respectively. For the Ganges (Figure C1), twelve out of the total of 22 sites have not been used at
all for 0-10 day lead time forecast, and a maximum of 3 sites were used for 7-10 day lead time
forecast. Note that the forward-selection cross-validation approach selects which sites produce
the “best forecast” based on the minimized least square error. Almost all of the downstream sites
(with exception of a few stations) in India were included for short time forecasts of the
Brahmaputra, while some of the upstream sites located in China were used for long lead times.
The cross-validation model completely disregards the 5 downstream sites for forecast lead times
beyond 5 days. The middle sites, particularly “11579 (9) to “11583” (11) were chosen for up to
13 day lead time forecast.. Overall, four out of a total of 23 sites were not used at all for any
forecast or nowcast of the Brahmaputra.
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Figure C1. Map showing the sites selected by the cross-validation regression model [section 4.4
(iii)] for each lead time forecast. The numbers on the horizontal axis refer to sites as
described in Table 1, with increasing FPL from left to right. Meanwhile, the numbers on
the vertical axis denote the lead time forecast and the nowcast is represented by lead time
of ‘0’. The color map shows the number of times (including the lagged observations) data
from a SDF site is used in the regression model.
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Figure C2. Same as Figure C1 except for Brahmaputra River.
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